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Botswana free, and Lesotho
when the colonial powers' rush to discard their colonies
seemed commendable, and noble motives were read into actions that it will
take the hindsight of many. generations to diagnose.
Decolonisation, as it reaches the poorest and weakest colonies, can be seen
to be other than an unselfish liberating process. Lesotho is to be handed over
to Pretoria after a century and a quarter of "protection" of one kind and
another from the enslaving designs of its white South African neighbours.
And it is to be handed over with the compliance of its minority government,
against the pleas of the undisputed, electorally proved, majority, who abhor
Chief Jonathan's eager collaboration with South Africa.
Botswana is to be subjected to intense pressures to which its people and
their friends know Britain will offer no counter-pressures. Despite this, to
Botswana and its free government we offer congratulations. Its prime minister,
Sir Seretse Khama, can have no illusions of the support he can expect from
a 'Government which, when earlier in office, deposed and exiled him for
marrying a white WOlnan. He can have no illusions about the designs on his
country of an Afrikaner Nationalist government whose predecessors in the
old Transvaal tried to seize it from his ancestor, the great Khama. Africa
and the world must support the people of Botswana against the threat of a
neighbour whose new leader openly speaks of "the right of conquest" as
his people's claim to domination of so much of southern Africa.
THERE WAS A TIME
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OF LESOTHO, we need only tell the brief story of John Nyati Pokela, BA,
secondary school teacher, South African political refugee, Pan-Africanist
Congress official, and, while in South Africa, contributor to and agent of The
New African. On 20 August, 1966, Mr. Pokela was kidnapped by South
African police, with the full knowledge of and in the presence of Basutoland
police, and taken into the Republic, where he is now imprisoned. Radio Lesotho
announced that he had been caught in South Africa crossing to Tanzania. An
affidavit and a transcript of a tape recording place beyond doubt the fact that
he was seen at a crossroads in the Butha-Buthe district in Lesotho, lying on
the ground with hands tied behind his back, bleeding from nose and ~outh,
while uniformed South African police were kicking him, in the presence of two
uniformed Basutoland police. The witness, who was in a car with three
members of his family, saw Pokela bundled into a car with Johannesburg
registration and driven off towards the South African border. The PAC has
appealed to' the then Basutoland government, the British Government, and
the United Nations. The British government undertook to make fresh
enquiries, but nothing has yet been reported, according to PAC sources.
Those concerned with the exposure of the similar kidnapping of Anderson
Khumani Ganyile of the -African National Congress in 1960 will recall the
British Government's reluctance to re-open the case, but also the ultimate
victory and Ganyile's return to Basutoland. Though the British Government
. now are as prepared as they were in 1960 to let South Africa keep its stolen
prey, British people have surely not lost the intensity they showed then to
suppo~t the case for Ganyile's release and return. Africa can surely now fight
harder:· for Vorster's victim than she could for Verwoerd's in ·1960. Doubtless
the '. British Government beiieves it is in the country's interest to sweep the
Pokela affair under the·· c~rpet, at a time ,;vhen it is seeking to play down
accusations that it is handing over Lesotho' to South Africa and apartheid.
This makes it all the more urgent that Lesotho "independence" should be.
seen for what it is; and that John .Nyati Pokela's release and return· should
prove to the Vorster-J onathan alliance that where the British ·Government has
walked out,· the world has s~~pped in.
._
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SUZANNE
CRONJE

not only is Africa's population
growth rate high in comparison
even with India's, but its steep
climb is likely to continue when
Latin America's, its nearest rival
in the future, begins to fall away.

OW
A Y

A
THERE SEEMS TO BE a vaguely complacent belief that Africa is not
resulting decline in mortality was drastic. As Mr. Bourgeois-Pichat
involved in the population explosion. India, yes; Africa, no. Even points out, if the population of the developing countries is growing
experts are apt to subscribe to this idea. Thus Professor Bohannan sa fast, it is because, thanks to these discoveries, death rates are
maintains in his recent African Outline (Penguin, 1966) that now low, whilst the high birth rates formerly required to balance
"African birth rates are probably not high in comparison with the high death rates have been maintained.
other underdeveloped areas". The very opposite is true, at least
according to the statistics produced at the United Nations World
Population Conference last year. If one is to believe these figures
- and let us believe them for the moment - then West Africa has WHY AFRICA'S GROWTH RATE refuses to decline when all the others
by far the highest birth rate in the world: 52 per thousand per apparently respond to the demand of our day for family limitation
year. The figures per thousand per year, for the whole of the is a question which deserves examination. First, though, a closer
canti ent, in regions as defined in the 1964 Demographic Yearbook)
look at those African birth rate statistics, and in particular the West
are: Western Africa 52; Torthern Africa 44; So rhern Africa 43; African figure of 52 per thousand per year: The area includes
Ea.:tern l\frica 42; Middle Africa 40.
Nigeria, Africa's most populous state. The 1963 census disclosed
The only comparable figures are those of: Middle America 44; 55.7 million Nigerians - an increase of 83% since 1953, or 5.7%
Middle South Asia 43; South East Asia 42; South West Asia 41; per annum. It should be said right away that few people in Nigeria
Tropical South America 40; Republic of Korea and Taiwan 40.
believed the 1963 count to be accurate; in fact, it gave rise to a
The figure for Western Europe, with the lowest bi th rate in the first-rate row as a result of which the ruling NPC/NCNC coalition
world, is 17 per thousand per year.
came apart - a break which was as instrumental in bringing about
Whilst the birth rate in Africa can thus be seen to equal and in
some areas even exceed that of India - the notorious example of
population explosion - the actual rate of population growth in
Africa is perhaps even more pronounced. In the first half of this
Percentage
decade, the average annual increase in Middle South Asia (i.e.
India) was 2.3%, whilst the figures for Western, Southern,
Northern, Eastern and Middle Africa respectively were 2.7%,
2.7%, 2.5%, 1.8%, and 1.5%. Only in some parts of Latin
America was the percentage increase higher than in Africa, and
even this is small consolation: if the growth rates are proj ected
into the future in accordance with all factors which are now known
to influence the situation, then Latin America shows a decline 30
\vhilst the African growth rate continues its steep climb. In fact,
the African rate is the only one in the world to show such a rise
as the graph, compiled by Mr Bourgeois-Pichat from UN data,
sa vividly shows (from Population Growth and Development by
Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, International Conciliation No. 556, January
ou
1966, published by the Carnegie Endowment for International 20 _...
sia
Peace). [See opposite.]
If these predictions are accepted, then we must expect the population of Africa by the end of this century to be almost three times
as
as large as it was in 1960, a rise from 273,000,000 to 768,000,000.
What this means in economic terms can easily be imagined: the
rate of development is equal to the difference between the rate of
economic growth and the rate of demographic growth. Once the two
rates are of the same order of n1agnitude, economic development
becomes virtually impossible. This is what has been happening in
many countries in recent years. The point where population
increase began to outpace development came some\vhere before
1950, marked by the sharp upward turn of the curves in the graph,
and it coincides with the release for general us of sulpha drugs,
anti-biotics and insecticides developed during World War I!. The
o
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the downfall of Sir Abubakar's government last January. The
regional allocation of seats in Nigeria's federal parliament depended
on population size, hence it was in the political interest of the
regions to boost their respective census counts. These considerations
alone make the 1963 census count and the 5.7% increase in the
birth rate which it denotes questionable, but there is another good
reason to doubt them: according to experts, it does not seem that
the population growth rate anywhere can in fact exceed 4% annually. As Dr Aluko pointed out in a most illuminating analysi~ of
Nigeria's census problems (in The Journal of Modern Afncan
Studies, Vol. 3, No. 3, Oct. 1965) the data available in mid-1963
showed that in Africa only Ghana's population recorded a 6.2%
increase between 1950 and 1960 (from 4,000,000 to 6.7,000,000).
The annual rates of growth in other African countries since 1950
were highest in Guinea (3.1%), Togo and Dahomey (2.8%), Niger
and Senegal (2.7%), Ethiopia and the Republic of South Africa
(2.6%), Egypt (2.5%), and Ivory Coast (2.2%). Most other
African countries recorded lower rates of growth: Gabon (0.8%),
Tanzania (1.8%), Mali (2.1%), and Algeria (1.9%). Cameroun,
Nigeria's nearest neighbour to the east, maintained a growth rale
of 1.0% per annum compared with 5.3-% in Eastern Nigeria;
Chad, the Central African Republic, and Niger, which surround
Northern Nigeria, have been growing at annual rates of 1.0%,
1.9% and 2.7% respectively, as compared with 5.1% in Northern
Nigeria.
These comparisons can only increase the doubt which political
considerations throw on the 1963 census figure of ~~igeria, whose
annual growth rate of 5.7% is therefore scarcely acceptable.
Furthermore, since Nigeria constitutes one quarter of Africa's
total population, this percentage increase must be reflected to a
considerable extent in the continent's total. The steep rise in
Africa's population growth curve may have to be modified in
accordance with these considerations. There is also this argument
to be taken into account: the methods of census-taking in colonial
days - unscientific sampling and the popular connection between
these counts and taxation, resulting in attempts by the population to
evade the counts - support the belief that the steep increases
recently noted in some African countries are more apparent than
real, since 'the past figures on which the calculations are based may
have been low. Nevertheless, even if the African projection were
to be modified with these objections in view (and some of these
have been provided for in the United Nations calculations) the rate
of increase would remain disquietingly high. (This is indicated by
the fact that the Southern African and Egyptian statistics, which
are comparatively reliable, show about the same annual increase
for the period 1960-65 as West Africa.)

would not seem to alter the
fact that the African growth curve is expected to continue to rise
in contradistinction to the rest of the world. Its projection into the
future is, of course, only a prediction based on certain assumptions,
such as recent estimates of advances in life expectancy and qualitative evaluations of the health facilities available. The decline of the
growth curves for the rest of the world reflects a decline in fertility,
largely the result of family planning. That this expectation is
justified is borne out by the rapid decreases in the birth rates in
recent years in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, and a number of
other areas in Asia where birth control programmes are carried out
with government support and financial assistance. Such limitation
is apparently not envisaged for Africa, at least by the end of the
century. To what extent is this assessment justified?
Mr Bourgeois-Pichat's study contains the following observation:
"Demographic factors - fertility, mortality, and migration - are
deeply affected by the cultural climate in which they occur. The
level of fertility is a national state of mind rather than a physiological characteristic of couples. Any alteration in the demographic
situation of a country thus can come only from within. Any external
action is interpreted as an attack on the existing culmre, in other
words, an attack on that which a country generally holds most
sacred." He probably did not write this with Africa in particular
in mind, but to no other part of the world could these remarks be
·applied more fittingly. This is not the place to discuss the importance

of children, generation and regeneration in the traditional Africa.
world-view but the cultural resistance to birth control and to those
who advoc~te it is deeply felt throughout the continent. Some of
this resentment was recently expressed in an article by Alhaji
Shodeinde the Chief Imam of Lagos (Daily Times, 11.3.1966).
After desc~ibing birth control as the technical strangulation of the
small life-germ, a barbarous and ungodly practice akin to murder,
invented by civilised man, he wrote:
The argument so far adduced by the protagonists of birth control
or of the so-called family planning is that if the presen.t world
birth rate is left unchecked there might be overpopulation and
consequently shortage of food to go round. No argument can be
more puerile, untenable and unreasonable. Is the whole of the
earth's surface now fully populated by human beings? What of
the large tracts of vacant and uncultivated lands in the forests of
Asia and Africa?
This last argument is, of course, difficult to counter by " civilised
man". Whilst there may not be any tracts of vacant land vast
enough to feed the hungry, at least in Asia, a fraction of the mo.ney
now spent on preparations for war could transform the earth Into
a place capable of providing for genera.tions to come, even. at
present population growth rates. There IS the danger that aldgiving countries may come to regard birth control for the underdeveloped a panacea - a cheaper and easier substitute for the
promotion of economic development. President Johnson has already
been reported as saying that "less than fi~e dollars. invested i.n
population control is worth 100 dollars Invested In economIC
growth". (UN Monthly Chronicle, Special Commemorative Issue, July 1965.) However, a lower birth rate would not by any
means eliminate the need for economic developn1ent, and the initiative for demographic stabilisation must come from the developing
countries themselves - it cannot be imposed.
Of course, those responsible for economic and social development
cannot afford a complacent view - even in Africa, where the
relatively IOVl population density may make the situation appear
less urgent than .elsewhere. For every person alive in Africa in 1950
there will be two in 1980 and 3.5 by the end of the century. There
is no country in Africa which can claim a rate of economic development capable of keeping up with this rate of population growth.
There may be good grounds for doubting the Un~ted Nation~
statistics - on the other hand, to rely on the assumptIon that they
are wrong would seem somewhat risky.
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Challenge
of the
Handicapped

ARTHUR
W. BLAXALL

The case for specific
legislation to meet the
needs of Africa's blind and
deaf: the first of a series

that a nation is
known by the welfare of its handicapped.
citizens. As in a race individual contestants are given various handicaps, so in the
race of life there are social, mental and
physical degrees of disability which constitute real handicaps - but, in most cases,
handicaps which can be reduced.
From the beginning of time the struggle
for existence has been so fierce that there
was little energy or time to remember
those who cannot keep pace; it has taken
many centuries of enlightenment to learn
that with adequate care handicapped people
often make outstanding citizens.
Of the many forms physical disability
takes the two which are most readily understood are Blindness and Deafness because
they involve the major senses which stimulate development from infancy. Of the five
senses which link the individual personality
with the world around Sight and Hearing
are responsible for 35% each in development influences; Touch, Taste and Smell
only 10% each.

IT HAS BEEN WELL SAID

OF BOTH SIGHT and hearing
have challenged the highest that is in man
through the centuries. Each story is obviously distinct in itself but there are factors in common. In each case the breakthrough from benevolent charity to real
education, by means which short-circuit the
disability, started a quarter of a millennium
ago. In each case the first impulse came
from a spiritual source, but was soon
followed by co-operation with such secular
authorities as functioned in those days.
The second half of last century and the
beginning of this era saw romantic advances. Not long after the outbreak of
'¥orld war in 1914 physical disabilities
received a new emphasis in the social
order; war-handicapped men had clearly a
ri ht to maximum rehabilitation, a cl what
was good for the ex-service man was clearly
also a birthright of every handicapped
civi ian.
At t..l].is stage the ca se of the blind sprung
ahead in public imagination and understandTHE LOSS

REV.

A.

W.

BLAXALL,

PH.D.,

served South Africa's blind and deaf for
40 years, pioneering services for the
underprivileged African and Coloured
peoples. He is now in exile in Britain.

ing; the need for legislation became urgent
with the result in Britain that the Blind
Persons Act came on to the statute book
in 1919. This has been followed by various
forms of legislation having special reference
to particular situations: in some countries,
notably New Zealand, comprehensive legislation has been enacted.
In all those advances it was customary
to think in terms of "people apart." Education authorities used such terms as
Special Education: an adult training centre was for " Sheltered Employment." Here
again post-war conditions stimulated progress, resulting in various forms of legislation to secure the absorption of physically
disabled workers into commerce and industry. Although different forms of physical
disability need to be handled separately
one welfare officer for placement can serve
all groups.
Such briefly is the pattern to-day in
Europe, including the USSR, and the
United States of America. There are well
equipped schools which conquer disability
at source; there is suitable technical and
professional training available to integrate
the blind, the deaf, cripples, and other
handicapped people in the working world.
Over all is a complex of legislation.
What about Africa, Asia, Latin America,
and the islands of the sea - the so-called
under-developed areas which are the
natural homes of millions?
of traditional attitudes
and practices prior to 250 years ago, which
roughly marks the time when the story
begins in the West, being also the approximate date when the rape of the other
countries begun: slavery, colonisation,
and all that they entailed. Away down in
the extreme south of Africa was the largest
settlement of white people vvho maintained
fairly regular contact with Europe. Just
ov~r 100 years ago schools started, two for
deaf children and one for blind ut
thev confined admission to their 0,"TJ1 white
children: no provision was made for handicapped children of their" Cape Coloured"
servants, or the more numerous African
people. Strangely one of their missions
operating in Zambia (then Northern
Rhodesia) started a school for blind Africans 20 years before anyone thought of
such a school in South Africa. The other
LITTLE IS KNOWN

services mentioned above really started in
South'Mrica in the middle 19208 gaining
impetus when two national councils were
founded in 1929, one for the Blind and
one for the Deaf, strengthened in 1936 by
the passing of a Blind Persons Act which
was soon followed by an Invalidity Act.
All these bodies acted nationally (i.e. nonracially) albeit at differing financial levels:
now - horror of horrors - the racedrunk Afrikaner Nationalist government
have insisted on breaking up the structure.'
even to the establishment of separate welfare services (the National Council tor the
Blind, being a statutory body was compelled to change its constitution this year).
Each African country has a story of its
own, largely linked to humanitarian services of the colonial days, strengthened and
assisted by larger bodies such as the Royal
Commonwealth Society for the Blind; a similar one for the Deaf; the World Council
for the Blind and the World Federation of
the Deaf. It would be interesting to know
to what extent world organisations for
cripples, epileptics, mental health, etc., have
extended their services to Africa.
A very important, and fascinatingly interesting, by-product of welfare services for
the handicapped is the rapid growth of
preventive measures. This is a story in
itself, all that can be said here is that
certain diseases which through the ages
have crippled millions are now well on the
way out - but, this very fact constitutes
a great challenge. An immediate situation
will be an increase in the number of part~ally handicapped people for whom some
degree of welfare guidance will be necessary. The long range result will be increase of the population explosion - but
that is one of the major challenges of this
generation!
Many voluntary agencies already exist in
Africa, both local and overseas based.
Many governments have contact officers
who can advise relative departments where
financial assistance is most urgently needed.
Few, if any, African governments have as
yet placed specific legislation on their
Statute book - and yet without it progress will be slow.
Steps are being taken by voluntary
agents, local and international, to draw up
a complete picture of what is no\v being
done, priorities waiting to be tackled, and
cost both in money and personnel. As I
see it, after 40 years pioneering experience
in South .LL\.frica, a first need in every
liberated African nation is the appointment
of a Government liaison officer - for the
sake of a name call him a Rehabilitation
Officer - mobLe enough to keep in touch
with the educational, health and other relat"v gove_nment departme ts, at the same
tim as isting the voluntary agencies, preventing over-lapping and co-ordinating
pioneer efforts. Being on the threshold of
mal ing a unique contribution to human
society African Socialism has a wonderful
opportuni ty to reveal its true nature in the
persons of its handicapped citizens.
[ To be continued]
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functional? Or does "professional" here
mean one who is abIe to tell or sell a story
on demand? If it is, then Dr Lienhardt is
talking of the informant. Or, does" a professional" refer to one who has a mo~
retentive memory and greater gifts for
narration and therefore is more acclaimed
as a story-teller? I know one such.

>

.Books

,&th:e
:Arts
FOLK-TALES

AND LITERATURE

Story-telling
in an African
village
AMA ATA AIDOO
A comment on
The Transcription Centre
discussion on
oral literary expression

called Kyiakor near
Saltpond in the Central Region of Ghana
where I grew up. There, if you entered any
compound between eight and twelve o'clock
in the evening you might or might not come
upon a group of women and children gathered either by a fire or just anywhere tellin.
each other stories. Sometimes if you were
lucky, you would not have to enter a house.
On the market-place where they sold kerosene, oranges, and biscuits, men of all age
groups told stories to each other. Anyone
could tell a story because in these groups
everyone performed the dual role of narrator-audience. As long as a man managed
to come in first with his" you are lying ",
addressed to a narrator, he was able to take
his turn at telling a tale. And the tension
which nearly always built up towards the
end of a story because of people's eagerness
to speak contributed towards the fun. However I remember Papa Amoanyi best because he seemed then to know more stories
than anyone else, and his stories seemed
always to be the most involved and the most
interesting. I also remember that he was
the leader of a group and sometimes when
there was a wake-keeping in town, the
funeral-owners would go to him with a
bottle of Akpeteshie (local gin) and ask him
to bring his men. They would tell storie.
all night, and as the night wore on, the
funeral owners would supply Papa Amoanyi
and his group with more gin and cola nuts.
These helped to keep them awake. To the
best of my knowledge they were never paid.
What is more, the group only about started
the evening and what normally happened
was that other people joined them not only
to listen but to take up their turns at telling
stories.
I know of other circumstances in which
people solemnly told stories to amuse one
another. For example there were cases of
men who for periods in the year would
leave the village with some members of
their families and retire to homesteads in
the woods to hunt either the grasscutter
from their corn farms or the monkeys from
the cocoa plantations. And more often than
not these people would, in the evening,
gather by their fires to tell stories. I participated in such gatherings when I was a
child.
Now I would like to know from Dr
Lienhardt what ideas about African oral
literature have been confused with those the
English and Irish had about their folklore.
I should have thought that it would be
easier in a period like this to find out from
Africa (since she offers the opportunity to
interested parties) what actually operates in
the process of the creation or transmission of
tp
oral literature.
THERE IS A VILLAGE

IT WOULD NOT BE AN EXAGGERATION to say
that nearly all the collectors who have reduced African oral literature to written
material were Euro-American anthropologists. And this does not imply a censure.
Indeed as a white missionary friend would
put it, "If they had not done it, who
would? "
However one wonders when the traditional literature of this continent would be
considered as literature rather than supplementary anthropological data? I want to
have an answer to my question because I
consider rather strange the following comment from Dr Lienhardt, in the discussion
on the African oral tradition in the Jul y
issue:

There is not one good and convIncIng
account from my reading, of adults sitting
together in an African village, telling one
another stories for entertainment. Not
one! And if one were found, it would be
most valuable to have. This material
simply has not been collected, I imagine,
but on the whole people have copied
earlier ideas that the English and the
Irish had about their own folk-lore and
referred it, to some extent, to Africa, and
I have never seen a group of adult villagers solemnly sitting down to amuse
one another with folk tales. They may
have done so of course, fifty years ago.
What is he implying? What does he want
to be told? At any rate, I have a feeling that
one would have to know what the discussion
was about in order to understand the points
he tried to make.
For instance, what meanings does he want
to give to the word "professional" in the
context of oral literature. What category of
a professional entertainer does Dr Lienhardt
know in Nigeria? What others has he come
across both in his field work and in his
reading? Does the use of this word in the
discussion have anything to do with
functional and non-functional art? In which
case I was right to detect an implication in
his remarks that the African folk tale may
be inferior to the Celtic-Anglo-Saxon tradition because the former is functional and the
latter was not? Assuming this premise is
correct, may I ask Dr Lienhardt if for art
to be good it should of a necessity be non-

Lowering
the sights
Merle Babrow

Britain and South A/rica. by Dennis Austin
(Oxford University Press -for RIIA, 35s)
THIS, IS AN IMPORTA T and substantial book on
a crucial question of British foreign policy. The
opponents of apartheid have called for sanctions
ag-ainst South Africa not only for moral reasons,
but on the grounds that it is in the self-interest
of the West to intervene in South Africa and
impose a solution by force while it can still do
so. Mr Austin takes a cool, hard-headed look at
this claim and at the interests of Britain.
.In :3 subtle and skilful analysis he weighs and
balances a wide range of considerations and, not
unexpectedly, comes to the conclusion that
sanctions would certainly not be in the interests
of Britain who, as South Africa's major trading
partner, would stand to lose most at a time when
she can ill afford it.
Moreover, there is a strong case against coercion because of the enormous difficulties and
heavy consequences involved in any attempt to
change the system from outside. Mr Austin
methodically raises. the formidable problemsof money,. troops, and agreement over aimsthat intervention would involve.
In assessing Britain's relations with South
Africa, the crux of the matter, for Mr Austin,
lies .in the internal situation and prospects for
South Africa in the forseeable future. The
stability and prosperity under the Nationalist
government, the weakness of the divided opposition, the inability of, the OAU to help theunderground or to mount an offensive against
South Africa, are such that white rule is likely
to continue for a long time. In these circumstances, intervention would provoke rather than
prevent a fierce conflict. However, if there were
widespread disorders, the situation would change
and there would be a strong case for ,British
and American intervention, on a scale both
"massive and long term, including the use of
ovenvhelming military power, an, occupying
force, and indefinite period of administration,
very large allocations of funds to cover the cost
of the operation, and the resolute enforcement
of wh'atever, solution could be reached by international agreement."
At. present, there are no signs of circumstances
which would justify such uncertain and dangerous acts, and until there are, "even the United
States, despite its immense resources, must be
reluctant to create by its own actions a whole
ne\v area of responsibility where today a relatively prosperous society exists, however harsh
the laws and however anxiously one may ponder
its future."
MR AUSTIN DOES NOT LIKE APARTHEID, but he is
profoundly conservative - suspicious of the need
for long-term programmes or even firm principles in politics; and sceptical of the consequen-

ces of violent or rapid change, especially in
Africa. He has little faith in, indeed a great
dread of the consequences that would follow the
end of white rule in South Africa. As th·ngs
are now there is at least efficient government
and economic prosperity. He even suggests that,
because of this, the Protectorates and South
West Africa might well be better off under the
South African go ernment.
.
Mr Austin's conclusions are in line with the
traditional British view that foreign policy
should be determined by immediate interests,
rather than by long-term predictions 'and conidera tions. They reflect the now widespread
desire of Britain to attend to her own problems
and disengage from her far-flung, troublesome
and unprofitable commitments and responsibilities and, in particular, he would like to get out
of Southern Africa as fast as he possibly can.
There are many other problems in other areas
of the world that we must attend to, he says,
for instance; China (though Britain seems to be
disengaging rapidly from South-East Asia too).
Mr Austin's arguments about the stability and
prosperity of 'South Africa under white rule,
about the \veaknesses of the African opposition
and the OAU, about the dangerous consequences, are weighty and convincing. Yet one is left
with a feeling of deep disquiet. If we never act
for fear of the consequences, we shall never act
at all. Economic prosperity and efficiency are
important, but they are not everything. Mr
Austin pays lip-service to the importance of
human rights and international la\v, he indulges
in the usual condemnations of the South African
government, but he always ends up with conclusions that only they would approve of. He
not only submits to harsh realities, he makes no
attempt to challenge or contain them. His
considerable skill and subtlety are never ·used to
devise means of combating apartheid and the
dangers that might arise from the potentially
explosive situat·ion in Southern Africa, but only
in producing arguments' why nothing can possibly be done about it.

THIS IS PARTICULARLY EVIDENT in his chapters
on the United Nations and the Protectorates. He
wants Britain to depart from these troublesome
territories with almost ungainly haste; and his
argument that a British, United Nations, or,
international presence would be of no use is
unconvincing" to say the least. In his section
on the United Nations, he seems more concerned
to find ways of evading any possible calls for
action, following a decision of the International
Court of Justice against South Africa, than to
examine the merits and wider consequences- of
the case.
However, I hope the opponents of apartheid,
especially the advocates of sanctions, will take
Mr Austin's book seriously and resist the
temptation to resort to polemics. It may force
re-thinking, and a recognition of harsh facts;
some, perhaps, al,ready tacitly accepted. Britain,
pre-occupied with her own econo~ic problems,
trying to find and adjust' to a new role in the
world, is unlikely to change her poHcy in
Southern Africa. She will only resent accusations
and attempts to browbeat her. Instead of making
unrealistic demands, .it might be, wiser for the
South' African' opp'osition to low.er its sights,
for the meantime take a longer view, and make
more modest and practical suggestion over the
Protectorates 'and South West Africa.
The revolutiqI}, _as J \llius Le~in predicted a
few years ago. (and as I mistakenly denied in
this journal!) is not around the corner. If it
comes, it wilL not be precipitated by the West;
t4e South Afric;ln opposition will have to fight
.•
its own battles.
d
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Hell by Jean Larteguy,(Cassell,

" A TREME DOUS SUCCESS" attended the publication df this novel in, France, where "sales
exceed 200,000 copies". 'However things
may be in France, eisewhere the book is headed
inexorably for the remainder counters.

now

It purports to be an account of " actual events
in the Congo" and a " scathing criticism of the
mishandling of. African affairs". But the attempt
to unravel the desperately involved confusion of
events in the Congo itself ends only in complete
confusion - and something' worse, hopeless
triviality as well. CompHcation follows complication, detail is piled on "authentic" detail:
the more variety of incident· the reader ploughs
through, the more everything takes on an awful
sameness. Even the sexual bits are laborious
routine, obviously put there out of a sense of
obligation (and perhaps with an eye to p'aperback
publicati,on); too perfunctory to be erotic in ~ny
meaningful sense.
The most unforgiveable thing about the novel,
however, is its portentous nullity; its failure, in
spite, of all its pretensions, to convey a feeling
of concern about anything, sexual or political or
racial. Those who were in the Congo at the
time may find a certain superficial air of
.H explanation"
of the crisis the novel claims
to- be concerned with. ,But explanation never
rises above" the level of the gossip column, a
certain tour-de-force of scandal-mongering that
I imagine probably reproduces very accurately
exactly the kind of ignorant and malicious gossip
current among Europeans on the periphery' of
those events of 1960-62. For such people, this
book offers the pleasure of seeing their own
prejudices reproduced in print, their own discussion of personalities (for some reason, fractionally " disguised" under perfe~tly transparent
noms-de-plume) reproduced hI all their spitefulness and given the sanctity of print.
For the rest of us, there is only specious
generalisation, stupid characterisation, and a
dreary cynicism, all wrapped up in a tedious
display of expertise about the more disreputable
military underworlds of Africa and the Far East
- an air of being in on the best brothels, the
most permissive whores, of two continents. M.
Larteguy does go" on so with the' names of
Laotian dishes (of both kinds) - he will insist
on giving us the unsavoury lowdown, breathing
it heavily into our ears.
.
But as .for 'any real apprehension of the
real compassion for a people caught
up in a crisis of pain and destruction, any real
feeling for the insufferable tragedy of the Congo
-- of these there is nothing - all buried under
an irreqeemable lan4 complacent tr~viality.,
issue~, ,any
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The Bushbabies by William Stevenson (Hutchinson, 15s)
This is a completely delightful book - one
tha1t deserves to become a classic of childr~n's
literature. It's an account of a journey··, 'across
East Africa by a sm'all girl, her adult African
friend, and her bushbaby pet, all of them involved all the way in flood, fire, and a series of
other (completely convincing) dangers and accidents. The journey - on foot - is in fa'ct a
pilgrimage, a long and sustained ioodbye to the
Aftica which the girl and· her. family are leaving
for good - a pilgrimage fiHed "\'Vith the sights
and sounds and smells of Africa, all registered
with an admirable sensitivity of eye and mind.
It is one of the most successively evocative and
authentic books on Africa that have ever been
written.

•

Any Old Lion by John Mark Jay (Leslie Frewin,
25s)
Impossible to im'agine Why this book was ever
wri~ten. The ·author was the stills photographer

on the team that made the film Born Free. What
he offers is no mbre than a stupefyingly banal
account of that experience - if it deserves the
name - 'and a precis of the mindless gossip
that he 'and other members of the team exchanged with one another for the extent of the
process of filming. No more. As Mr Jay is, on
his own showing, developed at considerable
length, a person of almost feminine timidity, his
story is excruciatingly embarrassing when it's not
just dull.

Alfred Hutchinson
lnapatua by John Patrick (Cassell, Australia,
25s)
INAPATUA OF ARUNTA legend were prehuman creatures inb:a'biting the central pl'a1ns of
Australia. The Gods, NumbukuUa, came down
from the Western sky and, with their great stone
knives, fashioned the Inapatua into human
beings.
The Inapatua of John Patrick's novel is a
young Aboriginal, born into the Abunda ~'be
but adopted when he was five years old by
white foster parents. When the story opens
I rritcha, or Chalky Carson as he is called by
his white friends, is eighteen and has just fuiled
his school leaving examination. He is disappointed and restless and when his brother, Dhal'ja,
invites him to the tribal "Walkabout" and the
THE

Lartna and Arilta Inrtlatlon ceremonies he
he receives from him, and a longing for his love
and comp'anion~hip. But, in spite of his stern
accepts. He is, however, completely unprepared
for the ordeals which follow. He aJmost dies of ',- ··fa-ther, K'ofi's childhood is not altogether an unhappy one. There is the warmth and affection
thirst in the desert and is then subjected to the
painful initiation into full warrior status along
of his mother and the companionship of his
brothers 'and sister 'and their many relations.
with the other young men; the ulmerka of the
tribe. At the culmination of the ceremonies he
Jihe social background ot' Ghana in the
is presented with the young bride who has been
1930's is laced with inconsistencies. But in the
reserved for him since her birth.
world of childhood the familiar is accepted withAfter the "\Valkabout" Irritcha returns to
out question; the Fetish Priests and Catholic
the city but his wife cannot m'ake the adjustFathers both have their place and their uses.
ments to urban Hfe and tragedy follows. For a
It does not seem inconsistent to Kofi that a dead
child's body should smell out rhe witch that
while Irritcha flounders. He lives for a short
time with a white woman but this brings him no
killed it before receiving a C'athoHcburial. NQr
real s'atisfaction. He feels himself to be less than
is it odd to him that his grandfather, who has
had eight wives, can live without confl(ict bes·ide
a complete human being and' only when his
tribal wife is almost dying does he re'aHse that ,. his Christian father and mother. Ceremonies to
placate" evil spirits and prayers to the ancestors
his true place is with her and the tribe. When,
ar~ as much a part of Kofi's background as Mass
finally, his son is born he is no longer an
Inapatua but has reached manhood.
and confession and school. The new and the
As John P'atrick explains in the foreword, the
traditiona'l are blended rather than opposed..
Abunda are a composite of a number of AborKofi's whole family is uprooted time and time
again as his father is promoted by ~he Mission
iginal tribes, and ~here is no doubt that Mr
Patrick has done a great deal of research into
to schools which need his firm han1d and adminthe anthropological background to his story. His
istration. As a result of one of these moves Kofi
has to live away from home for two years in
descriptions of tribal customs, the nom'adic life
on the "Walkabbut" and the details of the
order to attend school in Keta. The clash
initiation ceremonies - which comprise almost
between father 'and'-son comes when Kofi is
two-thirds' of '~he book - are sensitive and acfourteen. Then, for the first time, he refuses to
curate. This section of the book alone should
bend to his father's will, and, in spite of vicious
ensure its success with white readers.
beatings, finds ,the strength and pride to defy
For the rest I do not think Mr Patrick has
his father. This is the end of Kofi's childhood.
But, although he senses his father's loneliness
been so successful. His characters do not come
to life; Irritdha 1S unconvincing and the book is
and need for love, ·he cannot, even then, achieve
structurally not well balanced. But m:ainly I
the father-son relationship for which he craves.
The Narrow Path is n'ot a weighty book and
would criticise Mr P.a'trick for flirting with the
problem of the A'b origintal in Australia; for
contains no great message, but it is well written
failing to portray the agony df his situation; for
and the style is lucid and controlled throughout.
having too much sentiment and too little realism.

•
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The Narrow Path by Francis Selormey (Heinemann, 18s)

Stillit'Books Ltd.

is refreshingly simple.
He deals With no great national or internation1al
problems. His problems are very person'a!. The
book is the story of Kofi's childhood; the narrow
path of his strict upbringing; the ch'ildish departures from ,the path and the resul'tant gu'ilts
and punishments. In how far Kofi's childhood
is Francis Selormey's own .we are not to1d, but
I suspect tbat the book is largely autobiographical. The characters and incidents come to Me so
vividly, that they must surely be drawn from the
author's own 'P~rson'al experience.
.
Kofi's childhoOd is dominated by the figure, Of
his father: a stern, aloof man, headm:aster of a
Catholic mission school and a' strict disciplinar-:ian both at school and at home. Kofi is tOm
between fear of his father ~nd the 'severe beat!ings
FRANCIS SELORMEY'S BOOK

publishers of programmed text-books for use
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texts at primary, secondary
and advanced ~evels' in aLl
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No Longer at Ease by Chinua Achebe (John
Day, New York, $3.95; Heinemann, London,
30s)
CHINUA ACHEBE'S first ~hree novels can be read
as an imaginative chronicle of Nigeria in recent
generations: Things Fall Apart was the story
of Okonkwo, whose career of honour is broken
by his killing the white m'an's messenger, and
who is almost betrayed by his Christian son;
Khadarnbi Asalache
No Longer at Ease tells of Obi, the grandson of
Okonkwo, to some extent a victim, of the
customs ,of his people, by which he is torn from
the woman he loves, wh'o is an osu, and df the
westernised corruption of the capital, where he
works as a civil serVant. While Arrow of God,
to my mind the most considerable of these firslt
three novels, does not seem to have been conceived as a stage in this sequence, its story of
Ezeulu, ~he priest and his stroggle with Winterbottom, the District Officer, elaborates on themes
from the two earlier works. Most striking of
Men Without Evenings by David Gill (Obatto these is the individual's effort to maintain his
and Windus with the Hogarth Press, 15 s)
integrity and find personal grace, seen against
the background and within the process of vast
I READ THE TITLE and then hastened to look at
cultural and social change.
the blurb on the cover of the book to find out
A Man of the People, Chinua Achebe's latest
who these men 'are. I should bave guessed. They
novel, continues this chronicle with almost
couldn't be any other people but Africans.
~ prophetic topicality. It is the story of Odili
The setting is Uganda. David Gill taught
Samalu, an Aifdcan-educated tea'cher who is
there some two years ago. He wrote the poems
drawn into the polittical struggle ag'ainst governin this book during his stay there. The poems
mental corruption in an unnamed independent
are neither understatements nor overstatements.
African state. He finds himself opposing Chief
They are records of what he saw. Through them
N anga, the "man of the people", in a general
I can nearly see what he saw. I'll give an'
election. Odili stands for the Common People's
example:
Convention, mysteriously financed from the
You do not know this Byaruhanga: he is short
E-ast, against Nanga's People's Organisation
and his belly swells like a toffee-apple above
Party, partly financed from Britain. The subtlehis spindly legs,. and he is black and wants
ties of Odili's purpose and patriotism are further
to go to school.
complicated by the fact that Nanga has shamed
And closely linked to David Gill's involve-.
him in an affair with a woman. In the apocalypment with the desires of his subject is his
tic ending of the novel, the brief victory of
ability to be objectively accurate in his depiction
N'anga's POP is shattered by a military coup,
of the re'3'sons for these desires. The poem
but Odili seems to find some purpose and
continues:
fulfilment in his love for Edna, the girl who was
the siliceous patter~s dazzled,
once destined to be Nanga's " parlour wife ".
dazzled and danced and left him dazed
Yet the flowering of Nigerian literature in
staring at us with the linings of his pockets out
English and the canon of Achebe's noveis as a
for similes he does not have:
whole require that one re·ad A Man of the People
The gap between desires and achievement in
as
more (or dther) than a do'cumentary (~ee
a simple society lis 'a big one. Choices are limited.
Gill's tribesmen are closely linked with the Bernth Lindfoe's article" Nigerian Novels" in
landscape 'against which their lives are played Africa Report for June 1966). Like Joyce's
Dubliners, it m'ay be taken as "a chapter in the
out. His intrusion into their world fonns the
moral history" of the author's country (contibasis fto~ which his poetry arises. As statements, his poems move - in exquisite patterns. nent), and as a further exploration of the
The flow of their sympathy counters the bleak artist's range and craft. It seems to me to have
relevance beyond its temporal and local origins,
revelations one meets. Although the setting is
remote (to some people) the needs and hopes of as a general comment on, the reconciliation of
the Men. Without Evenings are universal. The the individual's private and publ~c lives.
book is outstanding and for once I rej oiced in
IT IS A FINELY ACHIEVED NOVEL; there is a great
following "a white man's" safari into darkest
Am~.'
• range and variety of character and incident,
precise realisation of setting and a random yet

Uganda
revelations

relentless thrust to the narrative.
It is in many ways a departure for Achebe.
It is a comic novel, satiric and yet understanding
of the picture of corruption, violence and apathy
whiCh it paints. Its descrip-tion of the Minister
who fears ·th'at his cook has poi'soned his coffee
(in fact the N escafe has run out and the cook
has used OHMS - "our home-made stuff")
and of the inaugural meeting of Nanga's election
campaign, in which Odili is beaten within inches
of his life, are almost Rabelaisi~n.
Yet it is ~he highly personal story of Odili
Samalu wh'ic'h makes thi's _a comic novel in an
almost mythic sense. It ends with the preparations for the wedding of Odili and Edn'a
(A'chebe's previous three novels all end on
im-ages of death or separation), and it is in this
highly person'al and yet socially significant union
that the narrator seems to find his personal
grace. There is, in fact, a certaJin niarrative
ellipsis ·and detachment in the account of the
coup. The old corruption is ended but it is on
the image of 'an individual whose integrity and
commitment have been maintained, at a tremendous price, that the novel ends.
Odil'i's friend and colleague, Max, has been
killed by his political opponent, Ohief Koko.
His death is avenged by his fi'ancee, Eunice:
She sto'od like a stone figure, I W'aiS told . . .
Then she opened her handbag as if to take
out a h'andkerchief, took out a pistol 'instead
and fired tWo buHets... into Chlief Kt>ko's
chest. Only then did she fall down on Max"s
body and begin to weep like a womao;and
then the palicemen seized her 'and dragged
her.,.--away. A very strange girl, people said.
(p. 160).
For I do honestly beiieve that in the fatdripping, gummy, eat-'arrd-Iet-eat regime just
ended . . . in such a regime, I say, you died
a good death if your life h'a's insp!ired someone
to come forward and shoot your murderer in
the chest - without asking to be paid. - (p.
167).
Odili, too, mUs'tact as a political instrument
before he can find more persona~ fulfilment. It
seem,s to me that this level of the novel is as
finely.realised as the documentary side.
This is the first of Achebe's novels to be told
in the firstt person by the central figure; the
first set in an unnamed African country (how
far t:hat country is from Nigeria, who knows?)
and it is the first in which the central figure is
articull~ te about signs of hope and continuance.
vhe immediate historj'cal struggles seem to be
pa'st. The struggle is now within individU'~ds.
However one ~nterpr.ets these new directions,
A Man of the People continues to extend the
range of Achebe's writi~g. Even the la~guage is
challenged and fulfiled by the proverbial Wisdom
the ,pidgin Eng,lish and the variety of the di'a~
logue~ This -is a fine novel.
.
.•
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The Wanji are a Bantu-speaking tribe of about 20,000
population inhabi'ting two small, scoop-shaped basins. on the
northern edge of the Elton Plateau. This plateau is a part of
the Poroto Mountains, which lie to the north of 'Lake Malawi,
in Tanzania. The Wanji basins are in the 6-8,000 feet range ~
of the plateau, which rises finally to almost 10,000 feet.
T en years ,ago the Wanji \were is.o.za~ed from the :out~ide
r:Jorld by the 3,000 foot drop on the north side down to 'the
floor of the Great Rift Valley, on the ·east by radically broken,
uninhabited mountains, on .the south and west by the uninhabited. ntoorlands of the higher plateau, which rises 2,000
feet above the W"anji Basins. There were no roads to the outside. The only means of transportation was on foot, the only
carriage was by head cal·rier. Dr Garland spent neatly two
years .in Uwanji, from July 1963, with a grant from the
United States Public Health Service. His paper on the leader..ship and progress of the Wanji from which this article is
. adapted, 'was prepared-·: for. ·;Western Mic/z.igan .Urziversity.
where he is associate professor of anthropology~
Chief M walivali addresses a public
meeting on development projects.
A DECADE AGO the Wanji had no cash income, went naked in a cold
climate .and lived in dark, crowded, unsanitary, wattle-and-daub .
huts, without furniture, lamps, stoves, or fuels. They had few
cookingand eating utensils, and no foods but maize, millet and
greens. Meat was almost unobtainable and there were few skins for
clothing or bedding, for there were .few cattle and only a very little
cloth was sent to or brought back to Uwanji by the people working
outside their own land. The annual emigration from Uwanji was at
an 'annu~l rate of oyer 1,000 persons a year in the 1950's.
_
There' was only one four-grade school in Uwanji, no medical
facilities, only three churches, and no convenient water s.ources for
the villages. There were virtually no hand tools and no skilled
artisans.
.
IN CONTRAST TO THE EXTREME POVERTY of life in UwanJi a decade
ago, the Wanj i are now counted as one of the more prosperous of
rural populations in Tanzania. The 1,890 members of the pyrethrum growers' co-operative alone divid~d among themselves over
2,000,000 shillings in income during the past year. Others received
income indirectly from this source, such as retail merchants,
truckers, artisans, millers, teachers, preachers, and agricultural
workers.
. The former' isolation of Uwanji has been breached 1.?y a road
down the scatpto the Great North Road, and by it. Uwanji is
now in communication with the commercial centres of Tanzania
and the' outside world. Another road is now under ~ontrstruction
which would ·connect the other of the two Wanji basins to the Great
North·.Road. All the villages of Uwanji are now connected by motor
roads. Bicycles, radios ·and wrist watches are.' now common, and
~~vr.r~l WRnii own their own trucks and motor rnr~.

Every Wanji no\v has some good clothing, and many men have
warm coats, and all have money for detergents and the desire to
use them. Every village. ,now has at least Que tailor, some' have
several.
Wattle-and-daub houses are now giving place to larger, sun-dried
brick or fired-brick houses with metal roofs, ceilings, windows, and
cement floors. Most Wanji now have beds and other furniture. Now
many families have hand-driven grain mills- and access to motordriven, commercial mills. Every home is near one or more of the
water furrows which bring water to the villages. Each house has its
own enclosed latrine. All households now have metal vessels. and
utensils, and there is money for condiments, oils and other foods
sold in the stores to vary the diet. One of the "exports." from
Uwanji now is hides from the many cattle slaughtered for meat.
Most villages have butchers. Most houses have lamps and some
have charcoal or kerosene stoves.Now there are skilled artisans in
furniture making, potting, basket making and in all phases of
housebuilding.
Almost every village now.has a standard-nvo school, most larger
villages have schools through grade four and there is one boarding
upp reprimary school, Le., grades five through to eight, in. central
Uwanji. There are now three dispensaries and a hospital, and
another hospital and dispensary' are being built. Every village has a
church, and some have more than one, and the congregations now
have the means to pay for -their own building contruction, church
activities and to pay pet~onnel. Many of the churches are of burnt
brick, with metal roofs, cement floors and wooden or masonry
benches and altars.
.
There is now n<;> 'enrlgi-ation from Uwanji. Instead, a ·large
proportion of the Wanji who had gone outside to work hav~
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returned. Moreover, many people from other tribes have immigrated, such as Bena, Fipa, Hehe, Kinga, Nyakusa, Nyiha, Pangwa,
Safwa, Sangu and Yao. Kinga and Nyakyusa are particularly
numerous, especially as transient house builders and field labourers.
Resident in Uwanji and helping with further development are, the
following Tanzanian government personnel: two community development instructors, two agricultural instructors, rhree forestry
specialists, t\VD game scouts, a veterinary specialist, ,a health inspector, four rural medical assistants, an4 ,two road-maintenance
crews. There are four publicly elected " Village Development Committees ", which fOflTIulate and implement development policy.

THE \VAN]I CANNOT BE CALLED a progre~sive people, however,
though ~ne might be tempted to do so because of their recent,

spectacular progress, and also because the Wanji profess a Christian
Protestant ethic.
The Wanji praise persons for their industry, though they are not
particularly hard workers. They command idealism and thoroughness, but are pragmatic, matter -of fact anq :relaxed. They greatly
appreciate amelioration, but ideas and activity to promote it are
not generated spontaneously. Self-denial and sacrificing present
pleasure for a better tomorrow is not adopted easily. Saving 'money
and investing it in productive resources or in cattle for one's
children's marriages is good, but a radio, a bicycle or a wrist watch
is more immediately satisfying, and saving can always wait a bit
longer. Planning further into the futUre than: the next season is rare
and confined to particular kinds of affairs.
More rare is puritanism. Most men and women are heavy consumers of liquor, especially at bars, dances and clubs. At all these
places drunkenness and sexual delic'ts are common, and bring a
heavy case load to the courts. Monogamy is usually said to be right
and good, yet polygymy is preferred, for it is more exciting to
cotemplation, and the accom.plishment brings more prestige, food,
drink and, eventually, cattle. Putting mor,e land into cultivation,
using fertilizer, and. carefully and assiduously' caring for the crops is
commendable, profitable and wise. But driIlking beer and singing
with one's friends in a bamboo grove, and" walking" with other
men's wives is more f~n. Developing the nati~n is a good thing, but
it involves h~rd work" doing unfamiliar and difficult tasks, and
dealing with formidable persons, such as the chief of the Wanji.
The Wanji are extremely laissez-faire, tolerant to a fault of their
foibles and shortcomings, easy-going and friendly, optimistic, funloving and relaxed. They hold an ideal, Protestant ethic, but in
actuality are inclined toward hedonism and practicality.

MY CONTENTION IS THAT IT IS NOT due to the character of the
local, people,or their gressed. It 'is notpti~ar~ly ,due to either
central, ,regional ,or ,district ',gove~mental efforts that the Wanji
changed in ~he1950's, though 'each 'helped to some extent. The
Tanzania African National Union (TANU), the orily authorised

political party in. the.country, is -often involved in progressive
schemes, but there was no TANU organisation in Uwanji to help
organise self-help schemes, and there still is no real TANU
organisation in Uwanji. It is to the Chief of the Wanji that we must
look as the prime factor in Wanji development.
Solomoni Galamtogela, Mwalivali is now one of the Assistant
Divisional Executive Officers in the Tanzanian civil service" but
before there was a TanzaQian government, he was -already paraInount chief of the Wanji: tribe. To his p.eople and also to the
government personnel in residence inUwanji,he is still untwa,
chief, for it is only in this role that he has effectiveness in~ Uwanji.
Chief Mwalivali is 44 years of age, above the average height of
his people, of standard-six educacion plus training in government
schools in agricultural instructorship and in chieftainship, and a
man superbly endowed for leadership, especially in U:wanji.
There is 'no task which 'Chief Solomoni cannot perform more
skilfully than anyone else. There -is no one who can speak better
than he. He is head of the traditional chiefly- clan- and lineage,
though there are other men 'of excellent qualification in' these lines.
He has more wives, and thus ability to provide more hospitality in
food and drink than anyone else. Until recently he was- the only
person with a cash income of any size,alld -he still has one of the
largest. He is the leading authority on Wanji customs, law and
history. At thteime he started the Wanji on the road to progress,
Solomoni M waliwali, as chief, presided over the tribal court," and
since -the post-independence reform of the courts, -he has received
excellent support from the externally introduced courts. The reality
of his authority is contrantly reaffirmed by a stream of import~nt
official visitors from the' government and abroad. Solomoni lives to
be chief, and to help,his people, and takes as his supreme motivation
the improven1ent of his people's way of life, and shows this in his
appearances in public, day in and day out. By his character, ability,
knowledge, use of legal sanctions, and his intimate understanding
and willingness to make use of this knowledge to play on their
obedience to authority and the Wanji's ideal Protestant ethic, he
has motivated his people toward progress.

POSSIBLY THE QUALITIES and circumstances of the Chief's leadership still \vould' not have been sufficient to sustain development over
these ten years of progress. In addition to effective leadership and
an ideal of work and progress, there would have to be added th~
striking success of one of the earliest efforts at development, the
cash cropping of pyrethrum.
Roughly, the relevant sequence of events is me following: Chief
Solomoni becam~ chief as regent for his father during the latt.er's
final illness, beginning in 1949'. By the time Solomoni M walivali
became chief in his own right following his -father's death in 1952~
he found he had become chief of a very rapidly diminishi.ng tribe.
During the three years of his regency the tax roles shrunk by' 1,500
names, or, in other words, about 6,000 people out of the population
of the tribe. Before the exodus was stemmed, abou~ 1960, more than
2,000 taxpayer,s were lost fropl the Wanji rolls. ' '
Since the diminution of the tax rolls was due to emigration to
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earn money, Chief Mwalivali saw that he must bring to Uwanji
some means of cash income for the pe.ople, if the tribe was not to
disappear altogether. Already the loss 'of so many of the younger,
harder working and ambitious tribal members was having undesirable effects on the tribe.
Moreover, it seemed to the Chief that regardless of whatever was
to be done to bring money to Uwanji, a motor road giving access
to the Great North Road, and consequently to external markets,
was an absolute necessity. As mentioned above, Uwanji at that time
was isolated by the drop to the ift Valley one one side and by the
higher, uninhabited Porto Mountains on the other.
The Chief found an acceptable cash crop for the Wanji in 1954
in the course of his travels to the district headquarters at Njombe
while attempting to plan a motor road out of Uwanji. At Njombe
he found African farmers were growing pyrethrum and selling it at
good prices. Since the same crop was being grown by a European
farmer on the other side of the Wanji's plateau, it seemed a possibility for Uwanji, so the Chief petitioned the government for
enough pyrethrum seed for a trial plot in Uwanji.
In 1955 me :Chief began his trial pyrehtrum plot and with the aid
of a district administrative officer planned a road down ·the scarp
to connect with the Great North .Road, 'then being built to connect
all the cities of eastern Africa, from Johannesburg to Cairo.
In the following year, 1956, work on the road and the planting of
pyrethrum by 44 Wanji farmers w,as begun and a tentative cooperative marketing organisation formed~ .
Both· these schemes were commenced against s-tiffresistance.
Denunciation of the road work was particu~afily strenuous, and the
road was huilt only through use of government force. 'But the almost
immediate success of the first pyrethrum farmers silenced not 'only
the ridicule .of the pyrethrum cultivation, but also resistance to the
road. Both schemes first met full success in 1958. From that time
forward pyrethnim cultivation and the road have become necessities.
Pyrethrum daisy blossoms yield a very potent inseticide substnce.
The crops bring a god price for the work involved, and ·dte plant
finds ail ideal environment in the high, moist, cool air and soil of
Uwanji. It is easily planted in only slightly raised ridges from either
seeds or cuttings. tIneed not be weeded ·more frequently' than twice
a year and is li~tle affected by insect pests. The pyrethrum-bearing
blossoms need to be picked only once· in each two weeks from midDecember through mid-September and the work is easy and simple.
Plantings need not be made but every four years, when the plants
finally become unproductive.
Most of -the land in the basins can be' returned to pyrethrum after
a four-year ·rotation sequence of food c~ops, and the rest of the land
can be used again after slightly longer periods which include a
fallowing period. With this rhythm and an approximate optimum
~f ~ree acres per family in pyrethrum production at any given
time, an' ideal per family holding of land would be six to ten acres,
one-eighth to one-tenth of which is put into pyrethrum cultivation
and a '.like amount retired to food crops and/or fallowing each year.
Such an ideal holding would 'produce a family income of approximately 3,000 shillings ($430) plus··food per annu~ under current
cultivation practices and prices. This is an income far in excess of
the average for Tanzania, especially in rural areas. Doubtless the
use of fertilizers and/or irrigation could improve even this desirable
condition.
lIhese two momentous projects, the road to the outside and the
cash cultivation of pyrethrum, have transformed or helped to
provide the financial base for transforming Wanji society from
abjec~ poverty to comparatively a great prosperity, 'and is certainly
obvious progress to anyone.
schemes ~·have been initiated by the
Chief. The first' water furrow to Wanji villages was dug under
Chief Solomoni's direction during his regency.' After the success of
the road and Pyrethrum, all villages have dug furrows to bring
water into their villages.
The Chief initiated the first self-help roads between villages,
and the first self-help schools, medi~l dispeneries and hospitals.
The' Chief.has persuaded the central government to help with some
buliding materials for the proj eets and to provide. medical personnel
for ·the dispense-ries" once built by self-help. The Lutheran Synod of
MANY OTHER SUCCESSFUL

the Southern Highlands of Tanzania has similarly provided trained
teachers for the self-help schools. Other such projects have now been
bequn on the initiative of villagers from the outlying areas of
Uwanji.
A recent project of the Chief has been improvement of sanitation
and house contnIetion. It is now a punishable offence for a dwelling
house to be without a proper enclosed latrine. More and more
houses have windows, brick walls, metal roofs and cement floors.
New house construction must be along regularly laid-out streets.
Food and beverage vendors are closely regulated about sanitary
preparation and display of merchandise.
A result of the succes of the pyrtbrum programme, especially,
was to insure the authority of the 'Chief, particularly in regard to
development schemes. Unlike the initial reactions to the Chief's
water furrow, road or pyrethrum projects, when attitudes were
passive to negative and when force had to be used to obtain compliance, for the most part new proposals by the Chief are greeted
now with at worst passive acceptance and usually with great
enthusiasm.
THE ENHANCE1\1ENT AND EFFECTIVENESS of IChief Mwalivali's
authority is shown in two ways: The largen num~r of progressive
programmes carried out when they were vigorously backed by the
Chief as against no cases of non-compfiance, and secondly, hte
failure of all developmental schemes in Uwanji which has not had
trhe Chief's enthusiasm. Some of the successful projects were described above. Two instructive failures are recounted below, the
wheat-growing schemes and the water system of the new town plan.
The government attempted to introduce what cultivation into
Uwanji in 1939, but the programme has never developed. Whe,at
was planted on the third attempt in 1942, and a very small amount
has been grown every year since then. The what was introduced
with the intention of providing a cash crop for the Wanji, and
possibly an export crop for Tanzania. However, wheat has never
been anything for the Wanji but a minor porridge grain useful as
an infrequent change from the staple maize porridge, and for a
short time an item of barter with the lowland tribes. No barter of
wheat has occurred sirice the advent of pyrethrum and its prosperity, and wheat has never been integrated into Wanji economy
despite the easier cult~vation and the larger and more assured yjelds
of what as opposed to. maize or sorghum.
A part of the government's new town plan· introduced in 1964
for Matamba, the maoin settlement of Uwanji, was a closed, piped~
water system with cement sedimentation basin and reservoir. A
special development agent, an American from district headquarters,
was sent out to overSee the contruction of the water system. The
Chief explained the plan to· the populace. He asked that each man
contribute Sh. 5, and each woman She 2 to pay for materials, and
this was readily collected.
S,ince that time the Chief has concerned himself ailmost exclusively with acquiring a farm tractor to plough the fields of the higher
plateau and with finishing construction of a hospital for Matamba
and vicinity. The consequence has been that the populace at large
has ignored the water project despite the efforts of !both the special
and the regular development agents. All there is to show thus far,
two years later, -is 67 of the more than 700 cement blocks required
to build the b'asin and. reservoir.
.
The result of this, and several other uncompleted. projects h~s
rea1listicaly lead the d~velopment agents in U wanj i to philosophically await. the .Chiefs attention to their projects, for efforts without
his active co-operation have so far been futile. But with the backing
of Chief Mwalivali, crowned as he is with the success of so many
positively valued projects and the prosperity of his people, completion, if not success, is assured.
THE WAN]I ARE A PEOPLE who have progressed radically in the last
decade. But the actual philosophy and 'ac~ivity of the people has not
been progressive. Instead, an able and progressive leader, armed
with skill, knowledge, legal force and traditional status, and aided
by his ability to. make use of 'his people's nature, and aided by a
fortunate choice in his first attempts to develop the economy of his
people, has been able tocojole, intimidate and stimulate his people
toward progress.
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many American radicals, told me that
censorship, the persecution of LSD and
marijuana users and the Vietnam War were
all symptoms of the same, sickness' in
America. And "qf course he was right. He,
the shuffling embodiment of the American
~adical, manages to unify by his very existence the diversity of contentious issues in
America, but any unity of American radicalism is not much evident anywhere beyond
a few such strong personalities.
For example, the recently successful Fifth
Avenue Parade in New York against the
Vietnam War was organised by no less than
72 anti-war groups, their biases running
from buttoned-~own Anglican constitutionalist to super-a'narchic. The in'fighting on
Will South Africa be
the Parade Committee to decide the plans,
schedule, speakers and agenda was carried
America's next cause?
on for months before the happening itself.
N ew' York, September
Two people on: the committee told me that
PUBLIC INTEREST AND PUBLIC CONCERN
it was a "miracle" that they managed to
change fast in America. The American launch the parade at all.
mind, like its consumer economy, depends
Such organisational chaos has been dupon a relentless train of fads to maintain its licated in every significant event of the
equilibrium. One of the most interesting, radical cause, from the Berkeley Free
and typically one of the most diverse, in Speech Movement 10 the Selma-Montrecent years has been something called The' , gomery March and now to the march on
Movement.
Jackson. One of the common tenets of the
In the Eisenhower years the radical con-. pre'sent breed of American radical is a belief
sciousness of America was limited to an: in basic .'demQc~acy. As in the old town
FBI-infiltrated Socialist-Labour movement, meeting, this ideal is very fine but very
an uncertain coterie of academic liberals, inefficient, particularly when trying to spatand nascent ban-the-bomb groupings, clear- ially co-ordinate thousands of people.
ly imitative -of t~e Aldermaston variety. In
When there is a specific protest for a
the Kennedy years radical consciences found specific group - such as the various picketa cynosure in the Civil Rights Movement. ings of Chase, Manhattan Bank because of
In the Johnson years, so far, the issues of ,its South African interests, and the harassAmerica's 'Asian War have pre-empted the' ment of Charles Engelhard a few months
passion of Civil Rights. At this juncture ago when he was presented with the Brotherwith the Vietnam issue clearly The Move-, hood Award of the National Council of
ment's major cause, and agitation for legal- Christians and Jews - the demonstrative
isation of LSD and marijuana coming up riposte is clean and telling. But how few
fast from the underground, the hope for' times have American groups directed themSouth Africa becoming the next paramount selves to any issue directly concerning South
issue is limited.
Africa....
Probably every American radical has some
Ignorance is perhaps what most obscures
awareness that apartheid is an issue which South Africa from America. Yet there are
merits his notice. But for the time being indications of growing realisation: Robert
there is so much else to fight against. As Kennedy in South Africa may have been
gu,arantees of civil rights for all have been just another American innocent abroad, but
legislated and as US bombers unload ever' his trip surely had its educative impact
more northward, the Vietnam issue has here: Growing awareness has its negative
clearly replaced the Negro issue as number impact here too, and "Black Power", so
one. SNCC is now known more "for Julian dramatically revealed in the course of the
Bond's stand on the Asian War than for its Jackson March, is an uncomfortable one to
voter registration drives. The war protest most Americans whether it is seen on the
march has replaced the civil rights march as roads of Mississippi or imagined in the far
the favourite radical outdoor activity, with . distance of South Africa. And following, the
James Meredith's private walk to Jackson, . all too typical American reaction sets in:
Miss., and its confused aftermath, perhaps Time minces insidiously sarcastic about both
the beginning of a swing back of the Kennedy and the locale of his mild expendulum.
amination, and American radicals, with the
exception of the Black Nationalists, pull
their heads even further back into their
\VITHIN THE CURRENT SCOPE of The Movement, the specific issues and diverse ap- feathers.
If the Asian War is ever resolved without
proa~hes are manifest. They range from the
MeXIcan argriculturaI workers' strike in ab-solute abnegation of American idealism,
then perhaps the, time for South Africa will
~elano, .California, to the rising clamour,
In certaIn circles, for the recognition df , .come -among American' radicals. But even
~omosexuals as a repressed political minor- then there will be something else unless
Ity group.'
.
events 'within South AfriCa' herself make
Recently AlIen Ginsberg, the
of apartheid front pa-ge news here.
I
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To the lecturers of Legon
All praise
The Academic
Lumpenproletariat of Legon. ...

All hail
These minions
Of the Printed Word. ...

Who stood
For 15 years
Against .the Might that was Nkrumah
By grovelling
On their knees.

On being taken unawares by the
coup of February 24th
Dear God ...
When my family was hungry
I sold my daughters.

Dear God ...
When my family was starving
I sold my sons.

Dear God ...
When my family was dying from
,
the famine
1 sold my wives and all my relatives. . . .
But, dear God .
I maintained my i1J;tegrity 1 nefJer $Qld myself.
!' •.
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Uganda plqns
for economic ':growtt)

and change

IN AFRICA OF THE MID-1960's 'development plans - or at least
documents purporting to be development plans, - have become
as ubiquitous as budgets. In many countries their appearance is
no new thing - both the Gold Coast and Uganda Protectorate
had plans in the 1920',~. Two questio;ns become insistent as one
views the growing parade of ever thicker volumes: Do these
plans really represent anything new in economic strategy or policy?
Are they the product of serious econo~c analysis of possibilities'
and political will to pay the price of development or merely put
generalities and glittering hopes?
.
'
Certainly many plans - both on' publication and even more
in retrospect - appear to be things of sound and flurry signifying
nothing. Their initial bang is a dull plop, their outgoing whimper
the roar of an embittered people. This, however, is by no means
the whole story. Even plans which have not proved fully implementable ~ e.g.: Tanzania, Tunisia -, have led to focusing of
action on key issues and to substantial accomplishments. Even plans'
with major weaknesses in formulation and operation - e.g.: The
Sudan - have resulted in significant creation of 'additional productive capacity. There are, in short, plans and "plans" distinguishing the category into which each new document falls
is the first step toward understanding the quality, relevance, and
probable effectiveness of the economic policy of the state in
question.
In the case of lV-ork for Progress, Uganda's Second Five Year
Plan, both questions" can be answered affirmatively. The five most
striking aspects of the' plan are departures from Uganda's past
economic policy formulations in degree, in emphasis, and often in
kind. [1] Work for Progress is comprehensive both in its basic
economic forrlllilation and in its serious attention to the private
as well as to the public and para-statal sectors. [2] Plan formulation involved over 150 Working Party members - almost half
from educational institutions, trade unions, business firms, and
the farming community - and' there is substantial political and
higher civil~, serviCe cc;)mmitment to' prosecuting the resultant
programme. [3] At the core -of 'Work for Pro-gress" development
'strategy lies the achieving of structural changes among productive
sectors (e.g. industry - agriculture), within them (e.g. commercial
vs self-consumption farming), in resource use (e.g. savings vs
consumption); and in the number of Ugandans b~nefitting from
economic 'change (e.g. rural credit, pure water). [4] Social justice
is not merely mentioned as an aim but cited in relation to specific
policy formulations and clearly underlies much of the proposed
expenditure pattern. [5] Employment creation and, income distribution and control policies receive coherent and priority attention
within a reasoned, ~copomic framework.

, It
THE OVERALL TARGETS for 1966-71 represent the first third of a
fifteen-year development perspective. They are ambitious and
R.
H. G R E E N of Makerere University College's
Economic Development Research Project is. a frequent contributor ,(0 The New African. He is curren~ly working on a volume
analysing economic plans and planning in East Africa.
DR.

demanding, but potentially attainable. The ~onetary, dOlnestic
(6.2% for the entireecdnomy
Per capita the growth rate
sought works out at 4.4% for monetary" and .3.% for total
output (below ,the 1962-.65 e~port boom performance but radically
below the dismal 1954-62 record of declining real output, per
person). Absolutely the goal is to raise monetary G.D.P. from
£198 million in 1966 to £280 million in 1971 (£600 million.is
the 1981 goal) and totaIG.D.P. from £261 million to £354 milli~n
(and £700 million' in 1-981). These figures demonstrate that sustained 6-8% monetary product growth ,rates can move an economy
ahead quite markedly even in 15 years - a short time by national
development standards.
The per capita goals are much more sombre reading. Monetary
G.D.P. per person targets are £32 for 1971 and £53 for 1981
compared with £26 in 1966. Including self-consumed production
the figures are £34, £40, and £61. Even the last-, is well below
Ghana or Senegal or the ,Ivory Coast's present levels., Because
the financing of the growth rates needed to attain these increases
requires higher rates of saving per capita personal consumption
cannot rise more than £1 a year to 1971 and £1.25 a year to 1981.
Even the compound interest effect of maintaining rapid .,growth
works no speedy miracles for possible levels of mass living standards
when the initial level of output per head is less than a typical USA
weekly wage packet. Fifteen years is a very' long time in a man's
life.
The brutal reality of how little per capita private consumption
and public services can rise, means ,.that all the more emphasis
must be placed on avoidance of waste and on equitable 'distribution
of what fruits of development can be, plucked. But it also imposes
the need to ensure that priority attention is given, to continuing
development even in the face of meagre initial results when viewed
from a mass consumption viewpoint. The first flush of enthusiasm
for planning as a panacea ensuring escape, from economic bondage
is long past - the payoff of achieving present Japanese or Italian
standards of living is at least three decades in the future.
produc~ growth goal is set at 7.3%
in~luding self-consumed output).

III
East Africa is a remarkably rapidly developing art~ In 1964 Tanzania's Plan represented a radical departure from
the old "public shopping, list" varietY to macro-economic proj'ectiori
and analysis, designed to set a framework for- coherent public policies
(including those" 'aff'ecnng the' private sector) and expenditure p'attems.
Compared to Work for Progress (which ha's in fact benefited directly and
indirectly from Tanzanian experience), however, the Tanzanian Plan
already looks rather patchy 'in detailed coverage, fragmentary in overall
policy formUlation, and fragile in analytical depth. Such a comparison is
no denigration of the Tanzanian planners' achievement - or of its impact
on the Kenya and Uganda 1966 plans - but' a hopeful sign tb'at
experience in planning does lead to better fonnulations of 'economic
analysis, national aims, and' relevant programmes.
The Uganda Plan provides an interlocking set of reasonably detailed
projections of output by sector, national product allocation by use,
investment requirements and sources, manpower needs and employDlet;lt
possibilities, and foreign economic' tra'nsactions. Criticisms can ,be made
of certam. of these both on the grounds 'Of consistency and of plausibility.
The mere possibility of making specific criticisms of" this kind is a
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN
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measure of the advance the Second Plan represents over the First. More
critical, it illustrates the greater opportunity for timely revaluation and
coherent revision open to the planning process when working from a
comprehensive plan.
Fairly specific policies and projects are worked out to provide for
the implementation of the goals set. These cover the private sedtor, not
merely the public, a second advance in comprehensiveness. For example,
detailed attention is given to the provision of supporting serVices,
techniques, and working capital to individual farmers (probably 200,000300,000 of them or up to a fifth of all farming units).
In order to create a comprehensive and detailed plan major efforts
were made to marshal all available economic data and experience. The
Working Parties covered most significant areas - construction was a
lamentable exception - and both improved the grasp of the planning
process on economic reality and the economic decision-makers' understanding of the opportunities provided and restraints imposed by economic
planning. The last point is critical - even with political backing no
Plan can be implemented effectively unless senior civil servants and key
priv'ate figures comprehend and believe in it. Uganda still has some
distance to travel before attaining this, but a significant start has been
made.
Political commitment to Work for Progress clearly exists on the
Presidential and Cabinet planning Comm'ission level. President Obote
has taken a keen personal interest in the progress of plan formulation
as have severai senior ministers. The truly draconic 1966-67 Budget,
essential to laying the public fiscal foundations for implementation, has
been adopted and has received loyal cabinet support. Partly because
the political events turning on the would-be "Ibingira Coup" of
February, the reform Constitution of April, and the "Kabaka's insurrection" of May diverted attention, the parliamentary and district
political commitment (or even understanding) is much spottier. The
district (and even ministerial) planning apparatus 'is weak to non-functional
- a serious and recognised barrier to implementation. The faction-ridden
Uganda People's Congress has played no role - as 'a party - in 1966
political events, giving rise to doubts as to its possible effectiveness in
publicising and promoting planning-implementation at the local level.
On the other hand, a heartening number of middle educational and
occupational level Ugandans in such regional centres as Fort Portal and
Mbale have heard of the Plan, can identify major items in it for their
areas, and are generally favourably disposed to it even after the Budget.
The 1954-62 decline in real income per person underlines the necessity
of structural change for Uganda. So too do the stagnant 1954-66
employment levels and the ominously rising share of salaries in Ugandan
personal incomes (resulting in growing salary wage/fann-income inequalities). Structural change, like raising per capita income, is an appallingly
slow and 'agonisingly difficult process for a low-income economy dependent
on its agricultural export. Yet unless a start is made one can only expect
long-run economic deterioration broken by brief export booms.
Since 1954 Uganda has, in fact, moved some distance toward a more
buoyant economic structure. Manufacturing and processing new accounts
for 12% of monetary G.D.P., substantial flows of middle and high
level manpower have been attained, basic economic infrastructure is
adequate to support rapid expansion of production and - as if to show
that exogenous events are sometimes favourable even to underdeveloped
Mrican economies - the 1962-65 export boom has given the process
of rapid economic growth envisaged for 1966-81 a running start quite
unlike the near total stagnation confronting the First Plan in 1962.
Industrial targets - among the most carefully and cautiously workedout in the plan - call for a rise from £24 illion (1966) to £38 million
(1971) and £108 (1981). By the mid-1970's Ugandcl can hope to achieve
near self-sufficiency in most mass consumer manufactures, freeing foreign
resources for capital equipment, fuel, transport equipment, raw materials,

and more complex consumer durables.
Agriculture - while declining from 38% to 34% of monetary G.D.P.
(52'% to 48% of total G.D.P.) is to show the largest 1966-71 increase,
from £75 million to £96 million (commercial). The increasing food
and raw-material demands of the urban sector will provide a market for
more rapid growth of rural purchasing power. Substantial state assistance
is to be provided to ensure that farmers are able to take advantage of
their opportunities.
Social justice is a recurrent theme - a refreshing change from the
narrow technical econo-centrism of most plans. Clear priority is given
to distributive justice, both in regard to gains and to costs. The 1966-67
Budget hews to this line in its "distribution" of tax increases. The
soci'al service provisions of the plan - e.g. education, pure-water supply,
rural clinics clearly seek to ensure that macro-target fulfillment in 1971
will mean that a substantial majority of Ugandans have received some
concrete gain from development.
Even more important the whole rural development strategy seeks to
broaden the numbers of tho'se directly participating in and benefiting
from higher production. Expanded credit and extension services, more
feeder roads (over 800 miles), siting of major cash-crop developments
(e.g. tea) in areas now particularly lacking opportunities for earnin&
monetary income - all show a concern for ma'ss welfare and distributive
justice frequently lacking in more ideologically sophisticated and pretentious programmes.
The same theme runs through employment and incomes goals. A !oal
of 100,000 new job opportunities - a reversal of the 1956-63 decline is set and appears quite attainable in tenns of output targets. Admittedly
only a little over a fifth of net new labour force entrants can secure jobs
(outside petty urban or small-farming self-employment) but compared to
the 9% present average the attainment of this goal would be a real step
forward.
A stringent salaries-wages policy is laid down to hold cash consumption increases to 5.8% a year (3.2% per capita) - still an admirable
rate of climb if the ba'se were not so low 'and the highest consistent
with maintaining required investment levels. Higher wage-~lary increas:es
would create inflationary pressures particularly disadvantageous to small
farmers - the poorest major group in the economy. It must never be
forgotten that in Ea'st Mrican terms the £15-a-month industrial worker
has a privileged economic position (vis a vis the £15-20 a year cash
income of hundreds of thousands of small farmers) and the up-to-£60a-month Mombasa dockworker is well-nigh an economic royalist.
Internally the policy's annual scale-increase goals run from 3.5% •
year for employees now earning less than £90 a year to 0% for the
over-£600 salariat. Service increments, skill acquisitions, and promotions
would boost any individual's income growth rate to perhaps 5% at the
bottom of the scale to about 3-5'% in the salariat. In the public sector
there is substantial will to enforce the policy - indeed 'a number of initial
salaries and scales have been slashed for new recruits to the civil service.
How the private sector is to be influenced remains unclear.

IV
PLANNING IS BASICALLY implementation. Equally, however, effective implementation depends on having a sound base plan. The pitfalls between
the appearance of Work for Progress and 1971 will be numerous, the
political will and public support necessary to overcome them and to
keep on when results seem hardly worth the effort, will be hard to sustain.
Both planners and government are well aware of this - a far better
starting point than facile optimism. Like Tanzania's motto Uhuru na
Untoja (freedom and work) the title of Uganda's plan is grounded in
realism and determination as well as idealism and aspiration. It is a
•
programme of Work for Protress.

Oral literary expression

The African system.
~IR I read in your issue of June 1966 the
review of T he Pacifist Conscience by John
Papworth. His remarks about Rhodesia and
Mrican civilisation are of p~rticular interest.
The Rhodesian Front Government is trying
to maintain 'and develop the traditional African
tribal system. As you will be aware it is the
first Rhodesian Government to try to restore
this in the Tribal Trust Lands.
In Rhodesia we are trying to weld the traditional African system with the European democratic system.
Believing as he does in 'the African system
I suppose that Mr. Papworth agrees with Rhodesians that the support for Rhodesian Independence given by the Rhodesian chiefs at two
" inda:bas" represents the views of their tribesmen who fonn 61% of the African population
as they had been consulted in the traditional
R. B. PAKENlIAM
way.
For Director of Information, P.O. Box 8232,
Causeway, Rhodesia
[Mr. Papworth 'writes:
cc There are two answers to be made to
Mr. Pakenham's letter. First, his assertion that
the Rhodesian Front Government is trying to
I maintain
and develop the traditional African
tribal system,' is based on a misconceptio"n. The
African tribal system existed long before the
white man ever set foot in Africa. Attempts
by others to direct it can only subvert it. Mr.
Smith's Government is no 1nore able to develop
the African system of government than the
British Government can develop Mr. Smith's.
'c The second misconception arises from. the
idea that the tribal African system ca_n· be
welded to the European democratic system.
W here is a European democratic system? In
Britain? Where all the M.P.s make the same
nQises regardless of party and have no power
in Westminster? In Germany? Spain? Se1nifascist Greece? Portugal? All these countries in
any case. are involved in military pacts and
preparations which can only destroy them in
the forseeable future. Is this what Mr. Pakenham wants for Africa?
" The last paragraph in pop_pycock and I think
Mr. Pakenham knows it. The Rhodesian chiefs
are appointed by the Government and paid to
do its will, so that when they express agreement
with European interests in defiance of the interests of their own people they are behaving
as quislings.
er The I ndaba (so called) is no more indicative of the real wishes of the African people
than the entrails of a chicken are of the Europeans. It is in fact nothing more than a skilful
exe1'cise in public relations witlz the object of
misleading public opinion." - EDITOR]

SIR, The attention of members of the panel
in a recent discussion of Mrican Oral Tradition
was rightly focused on the folkta'les. How far
they succeeded in reaching clarity is a question
for individuals to decide. But I think Mr. Nkosi
ran into some difficulty. Havting earlier given
the impression that folk story telling is primarily
for s'chool children who hunt for stories in order
to have something "to tell to the class U next
day at school, he went on, such as an aftert1hought, to cite instances of ,the ceremonial use
of folkmles among the Zulus.
There seemed to be the basic assumption that
the whole activity involves adults telling the
young ones tales. That is why I find embarrassing Dr. Lienhardt's statement that "there is
not one good and convincing account - - - of
adults sitting together in an African village,
telling one another stories for entertainment."
This would have been a most starttling case of
generalisation but for his clever addition of
" from my own reading." When Ama Ata Aidoo
stressed 'el!seWhere that "folk story telling is a
major s{)cial activity among Mrican peoples," I
guess she had in mind adults as well as children
participating in this communal art.
Folk 'story telling, like its sister-genre riddling,
constitutes an important phase in certain ceremonies and rituals. Among the Gras and particularly at EVbiobe folk story telling is the c.oncluding phase of an annual festival. The ceremony is usually held in the house of the OdionU rukpa. There, adult villagers gather to tell
one another tales with the sacred oil lamp giving
a dim' lighting that lends an :added touch to the
solemnity of the occasion. The narration is
punctuated at convenient intervals with refrains,
jokes, and asides, while all along, a kola-nut bowl
and a glass of kain kain pass from one hand to
the other. The ceremony may last till dawn;
particularly when the story of Odihirin bi Agbofen01non is introduced - a story that takes a
whole night to narrate!
s. OMO ASEIN
Independence Hall, University of Ibadan

Integrating Europeans
SIR, M'atthew Nkaana, writing on An African
Bourgeoisie, accu'ses Leo Kuper ~f having a
"racially warped mind." Whether this be true
or not, I wish to point out that Mr. Nkoana's
article is full of prejudices itself: it is hard
to see how he can claim to judge Kuper.
His prejudices are similar to those of which
he accuses Dr. Kuper. He is both racially and
politically biased. I would like 'to mention his
historical and political fallacies but there is
spa'ce only to discuss the import'ant racial ones.
To substantiate my allegation I shall quote
two or three sentences that make large and
virtually meaningless claims .and yet are clearly
the basis of Mr. Nkoana's deepest convictions
and create the whole sphere of his thinking.
His first sentence. "To all intents and purposes the Europeans in South Africa remain
Europeans." This is crass nonsense: what is
European about the writing of Roy Campbell,
Dan Jacobson, Alan Paton, Van Wyk Louw?
The European influence is there, obviously, but
the roots are in Africa. Mr. Nkoana goes on
to say, "associating together in all spheres of
life to the exclusion of Africans." For him it
is their associating together and their exclusiveness that make Ithem European - for this is the
effect of his rhetorical style. He doesn't really
care twopence whether they have remained European or not. It doesn't occur to him th,at
they may have achieved an indigenous culture,
whatever its evils, whatever its evidence of

racial neurosi~."
This brings us to his next prejudice. It looki
very much like an Africanist prejudice to me.
but I am only a layman. He says " In a sense
South Africa is not a multiracial society, but
a country into which la European group ha's been
transplanted, a group that refuses to integrate
with the local population." Why, I ask, must
integration into the local population be the only
criterion by which a European becomes an
African? What connexion is mean'!: between the
term "local" (proprietary?) and "African"?
What is alien and what is local? There is •
hidden mystique here that po\verfully controls
the casual journalistic manner of Mr. Nkoana,
but its implications are both unpleasant and
unrealistic. Even though he seems to offer the
option of integration so kindly (" This, however,
does not mean that individuals from that, Le.
European, group, who so wish m-ay not be
integrated into the African population.") There
is an underlying notion that thi,s is necessary
and the tenns are -the annihilation of individual
identity and total assimilation by the African
group. What of those who feel, not" superior"
or "inferior" but "different" and do not
develop -a feeling of " kinship " or "belonging"
L.ltough they might feel very strong bonds df
sympathy?
lit occurs to me that unless African Nationalists propose to destroy, in the time-honoured
m-anner of settling racia'l conflicts, all the whites
who feel "different," it would do the cause of
racial harmony a world of good if they set out
.to find out wha,t European indigenous culture.
in Southern Africa was in other than in political
terms. Especially as they have -several quiet years
ahead. They would then have the means of
understanding the people whose lives they inERIC HARBE~
. tend to modify somewhat.
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge
cc

[Mr. Nkoana writes:
'Mr. H arber would be well advised to re-read
my article, which dealt with Professor Kuper's
views onpolitical organisations in South Africa,
and not cultural institutions or trends. As far as
the latter are concerned, there is today not much
to choose between the race groups in our land,
except insofar as they have been affected by
racialism.
. It is a pity that Mr. Harber has not elabor. ated on his allegation about C historical and
political fallacies' as I anz afraid he is a victim
of the white man's distorted version of SoutH
African history, which is being rewritten now
by us (see my article elsev)here in this issue). ~
I must say my description of Professor
Kuper's as a ,; racially warped mind" is pretty
strong, but it was amply substantiated and Mr.
Harber, who seems to have been bitten by this
,into jumping to the defence of the professor,
does nothing to refute it.
Mr. Ha,~ber's extravagance of language is no
substitute for logic. To describe my submission
a~ "crass nonsense" and then go on to admit
that there is some substance in it CC' The European influence is theTe, obviously . . .") is to
run with the hares and hunt with the hounds.
I do not know of any cc time-honuored manner
of settling racial conflicts," but the whole basis
of my argunlent was that those who feel differ-.
ent" cannot justifiably con1.plain about being
excluded from a nation-building progra1nme.
Nowhere in my article was the term assimilation used (it is used only by those who are
haunted by it)~· what I 'Wrote about was integration into one nation in economic and political
terms. Unlike in the beginning when we came
from diD erent cultural backgrounds, we have
a lot in common with regard to cultural values:'
-

EDITOR]
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Will we
ever learn?

FOR OUR GUIDANCE there are dates and events in our history which
stand out as signposts in the twists and turns of our chequered
road. There was Blood River, and also other rivers and rivulets
which are all of a piece with our story of blood and misery, of
courage and heroic feats. From the Fish River to Blood River to
the Battle of Isandlwana.
The landing of Jan van Riebeeck at the Cape of Storms or
Good Hope in 1652 was symbolically as true an expression both
of despair and hope as anything so schizophrenic can be. It has been
a history of puzzling, often disconcerting contrasts.
In the same country, yet like total strangers, nlen have fought
and killed each other as implacable enemies in savage battles,
whilst their kith and kin fraternised, cohabiting with the women
of their foes for the multiplication of the human species. Hence
the It million people of Euro-African stock in South Africa today,
the socalledCape Coloureds.
The spread of missionary teachings of love and peace has
proceeded side by side with the "vreaking of hate and perturbation
in the wake of military conquest, whilst equally hostile whole
villages and sometimes regions have been subdued by a wave of
the Bible.
For three hundred and more years we h~ve lived side by side
in the same country, but not as people of the same country:
simply in the same country. Sometimes our feelings of patriotism
and our thoughts have overlapped, but they have only overlapped
and were never the same. Most of the tim-e they have conflicted.
All of the time we have been swept along parallel streams.
Not even our soul is ours any more. We have been taught
the meaning of treachery. We have been turned traitors, brother
against brother. There was Ngqika who betrayed Ndlambe to
his enemies for the prize of a few head of cattle, but in the
event lost not only these but also his own cattle and land to his
white" allies" against Ndlambe and Makhanda.
The descendants of Van Riebeeck did not know the meaning
of honour. By now they were the English, who had taken over
the Cape Colony. It was with the help of Ngqika, whom they
called Gaika, that their commandoes defeated the armies of
N dlambe and 'Makhanda, overrunning their lands and capturing
30,000 head of cattle. Yet they also took from Ngqika 3,000
square miles of fertile land for their own use.
~This is what a missionary had to say about the episode: "We
used Gaika as long as he served us. When he failed to conquer
Ndlambe we did so ourselves and then took Gaika's country."

:VE

HAVE SEEN (in the last article) how Dr. J. S. Moroka, having
Ignored calls by Anton Lembede and others for a boycott of the
Native Representative 'Council, realised too late how positively
dangerous was that sham institution. N gqika, too, realised too
late what false friends his" allies" had been. Yet, humiliated, he
still called them his " protectors."
He said: "When I look at the large piece of country which

M A T THE W N K 0 A N A, European Representative of the PanAfricanist Congress (South Africa), contributed the first part
of this study in September. The concluding part will appear in
December.

South Africa's agelong pattern
of trust and betrayal is at last
broken by the impact of
-·Lembede

has been taken from me, I must say that, though protected, I am
rather oppressed by my protectors." Will we ever learn?
Of Ngqika's experience at the hands of his "protectors" one
may say exactly the same as Moroka said belatedly of the then
defunct NR'C: "It was a disgrace; tornfoolery out and out." But
there the comparison ends, for these are different periods.
For Ngqika as for Dr Moroka it was not for lack of wiser counsel
that he allowed himself to be hoodwinked. Time and again
N dlambe, his brother chief and fellow frontier fighter, had \varned
N gqika about the evil ways of the colonists. Both were senior chiefs
under King Hintsa, who was known as Paramount Chief to the
English historians of this time.
Ndlambe and Ngqika quarrelled constantly, and ultimately came
to a parting of the ways. Thus it was that Ndlambe tean1ed up with
Makhanda, great army com'mander, prophet and African statesman
of treasured memory, Robben Island's first V.I.P. (Very Important
Prisoner). Mangaliso Robert Sobukwe, President of the PanAfrikanist Congress, was to be the island's first V.I.P. in modem
times.
Referring to the war of 1818, in which the colonists with the
help of some of Ngqika's followers captured 23,000 head of cattle
from Xhosaland, Edward Roux says in Time Longer Than Rope:
"The question whether the whites or the blacks started a particular
war is usually a moot point, but in this case, the war of 1818"
there is no doubt that the whites were the aggressors."
This seems to me too much concern with detail in which the
fundamental truth is lost. The very purpose of white settlement
at the Cape made trouble inevitable between the settlers and the
African inhabitants who raised cattle and occupied land 011
which vegetables could be cultivated, both of which assets the
settlers needed to fulfil their mission: to settle and provide fresh
supplies to passing ships. Bartering cattle was not enough and so
they resorted to looting and armed wrenching.
Makhanda and Ndlambe make it crystal
clear who the aggressors were and, more important, they put their
thumb on the nature or this invasion from other lands beyond the
seas. "Following the tracks of their cattle" across the Fish River
Makhanda's troops sang:
To chase the white men from the earth
And drive them to the sea.
T he sea that cast them up at first
For AmaXhosa's curse and bane
Howls for the progeny she nursed
To swallow them again.
It was soon after this war that Makhanda, in a bid for peace,
approached the war lords for an accord. Instead he was sent to
Robben Island. It is not possible in the present study, which is not
a history, to have more than a few flashbacks. But the words of
the followers of the imprisoned~1akhandato the colonists are worth
recording:
"The war, British chiefs, is an unjust one. You are striving to
extirpate a people whom you forced to take up arms. When our
fathers and the fathers of the Boers [Dutch settlers of whom
the present Afrikaners are descendants] first settled in the Suurveld,
they dwelt together in peace. Their flocks grazed on the same
IN THEIR BATTLE SONG
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hills; their herdsmen s.moked together out of the same pipes; they
were brothers ... untIl the herds of the Xhosas increased so as to
make the hearts of the Boers sore. What those covetous men could
not get from our fathers for old buttons, they took by force ..."
The name ~a.k~anda was corrupted by settlers to Makana.
He created a rehgl?n and a god ~ho was supposed to be superior to
~e god of the whl~e people. TIXO (the Whites' God) was a mere
~~kosana (small chIef) compared with Dalidipu. Dalidipu's wife
had very long, pendent breasts; she resided in the reservoir of
heaven and bestowed rain at pleasure on the earth; when she turned
her face away from men, no rain fell."
Because he was left-handed Makhanda was nicknamed Nxele
by his people; hence the whites called him Makana the Left-handed
the latter b~ing what Nxele meant in the Xhosa language. Th~
Xhosa-speakIng people were the third language group with whoin
the settlers came into contact 011 landing at the Cape.
T~e firs.t tW? group~, were the Batwa peoples, " Bushmen ", and
Khol-KhoIn trIbes or Hottentots :J, as settler historians call them.
Both groups had been living in this southernmost tip of South
Africa long before Van Riebeeck set foot there, at least as long
ago as 1486 when Bartolomeu Dias came into contact with the
Khoi-Khoin tribe or 1497 when Vasco da Gama spotted both
these African tribes.
It was not as easy for the settlers to put to rout the Khoi-Khoins
as !hey did the Batwas.' who were later to resume and pursue the
re~lstance for a long tIme through guerrilla warfare. Apart from
raIds and encroachment on Batwa and Khoi-Khoin lands, the first
real war between the settlers and,.the African inhabitants took place
only five years after the first whIte settlement, and as usual it was
provoked by the settlers who coveted Khoi-Khoin land and cattle.
The second - fought on and off for 10 years - was waged against
Khoi-Khoin Chief Gonnema in 1673.
The myth ha~ long been ex~loded of socalled Bantu migration
fr?m the north Into South AfrIca at about the same time as Van
RIebeeck .landed at the Cape, and there is therefore no need to
belabour It here. In the same way as my African-ness was in the
South Afri~an context, den,ied by Verwoerd who preferred' to call
me Bantu In accordance WIth that myth, so is the African-ness of
the Batwas, set asi?e simply as Bushmen, and of the Khoi-Khoins.
It may be surmIsed that the latter were called Hottentots at first
t~e cli~k in ~heir language ,which is common amongst
because
the Ngunl trI~es, Incl~dIng the Xhosa- and Zulu-speaking people
of South. AfrIca.. T~lS common language quality, together with
geographIcal prOXImIty, suggests that the Khoi-Khoin tribe was
linked with the .mainstream,. of N guni-speaking people, especially
the Xhosas who lIved nearby 1n the eastern Cape.
I .have used the term merely for convenience, for there is
nothIng to suggest that, as a matter of historical fact Khoi-Khoi
~as ~ver rega~ded b~ the tribe itself as a description of their tribal
IdentIty. It IS pOSSIble that the description of themselves as
men of men., which is what the term means in the plural form,
was a reactIon, a retort, to counter insults' by the settlers who
regarde~ the tribe as inferior or sub-human. "Hottentot" was
to acqUIre usage as a term of contempt. Today "Hotnot " is
used contemptuously by the settlers in reference to people of mixed
Euro-Afri< an stock.
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" Every school in a developing country should be a 'workshop
for de.velopmen~ and ever~ student an agent of progress."
That IS the ~ehef. of ~atrIck van Rensburg, Principal and
co-founder, WIth hIS WIfe, of Swaneng Hill School, Serowe,
Botswana.

rr

HAT Swaneng Hill School should have grown from
, untouched bush in late 1962 to be a thriving and still
expanding secondary school, built largely by the voluntary
efforts of students, and the centre of a whole complex of
development proj ects is more than adequate proof that the
founders are correct in their belief. Proof, too, of the ability
and readiness of African youth, given the chance and knowhow, to play a full and very effective part in African development.
Perhaps one of -the finest achievements of the school is the
Youth Development Association in Serowe. This association
was !o.rmed. in conjunction with the Bamangwato Tribal
AdmInIstratIon to meet the need of many Primary School
leavers each year who can find neither work nor a place in
any secondary school and must either return to subsistence
farming or seek jobs in the Republic of South Africa.
The aim of the association is to help these youngsters to
help their own country. In exchange for food, two hours
daily tuition in school subjects and thorough training in a
trade or craft they undertake to work voluntarily on projects
of use to the co~unity for two years. When trained they
can work on contract and become self supporting. The two
first groups to be formed are already earning and a girls
group ~f gardeners, bakers and dressmakers is already selfsupportIng.
Drought has made the problem of Primary School leavers
even more acute as they cannot even return to parents' lands
when many are destitute after losing both crops and cattle.
Funds are desperately needed to form many more such
groups and to introduce new trades such as carpentry and
metal work. The approximate cost of training and starting
one group of aboul thirty is £500.
o
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ON VlANT is proud to have been associated with
Swaneng Hill School from the earliest days and with the
Youth Development Association since inception. Our great
wish now is to send a really handsome cheque to the Association as a gesture of goodwill from freedom lovers to
Independent Botswana.
,Will you help us to give effective proof of that goodwill
by your generous. contribution to this fund? No deductions
are made from any gift. Supporters will receive news letters.
Please specify For Youth - Botsw~na.

WAR

RT. HON. JA~1ES GRIFFITHS P.C., C.R.) M.P.,
WAR ON WANT) 9 Madeley Road, IJondon,

Hon. Treasurer.
W.S., England.

HAV~NG ROUTED THE BATWAS

and almost exterminated the KhoiKhoIns (wh~t re~~ined of the latter disappeared into the main
Xhosa-speaking group), the settlers turned their' eyes further afield
for land and cattle. ,After many skirmishes with the Xhosas the
first of. a series' of Frontier Wars, known to settler historians not
unpredIc:rably. as the First Kaffi;r War; took place in 1779 west
of the FISh Rlver.
" Kaffir" !s.a term of c9ntempt, and means unbeliever. It is
used. euphemIstIcal1~ to .describe .these wars of plunder in the too
readIly accepted hIstorIcal verSIon' that these were encounters
between ~~ torch-bearers of civilisation and" savage hordes."
Thus It IS that on December 16 every year in South Africa one
of these enc?unters with marauding land-grabbers, kno~ as
Voortr~kke.rs In whose memory a monument has been erected in
Pretona, IS remembered by the whites. They gather at the
Voortrekker Monument and in the churches to pray and pay
homage to the trekkers.
On this "Day of the Covenant," previously known as "Dingan~'s Day," yet another hard-dying myth is perpetuated. On
varIOUS platforms and from the pulpits we are told how the forces
of light and civilisation finally overcame and destroyed barbarism
at the battle of Blood River, December 16 183-8 and made South
Africa for all time a fit and proper place f~r " G~d's chosen race"
to live in.
We are reminded, in this hate-filled mytholog , of all the battles
the Voortrekkers have fought to "bring civilisation " to our land.
They remember Blood River especially because so the mvth has
it, on this day the forces of light took revena~ for the d~ath of
one of their leaders and his men, said to haveo been killed treacherously by Dingane. Was Piet Retief killed treacherously as it is
so often alleged?
What honourable dealings could Dingane have had with these
men who had scoured the land like a pestilence of plunderers?
It was the same Retief who had hoodwinked a Basuto chief
Siko~yela, into three days' bondage by offering to demonstrat~
on hIm the use of handcuffs and, having thus bound the chief
ordered the rounding up of his cattle. Having heard of this and
having himself suffered great losses of cattle to the Voortrekker
t~ieves, ~inga~e ~ed Retief a~~ his party into a trap, thus giving
hI~ a pInch of hIS own medICIne, and repaid them for dastardly
CrImes of conquest.
Treachery, betrayal and downright robbery have characterised
White dealings with the Africans throughout southern Africa. Boer
and Briton alike have dealt deceitfully \vith these people who
from the beginning have offered them nothing but hospitality
and more hospitality. Rhodes traversed the length and breadth of
southern Africa with a heart of stone and a hatful of tricks as
Lobengula's descendants in Rhodesia know only too bitterly. '
But we have been trusting, childlike, too trusting. We fought in
the Anglo-Boer War at the turn of the century on the side of the
E~glish, in spite of all their beastliness and rapacity in their dealings
WIth the Makhandas, the Hintsas and so forth. They won the war
and then betrayed us in their peace treaty with the Boers at
Veree~iging, scene of the Sharpeville bloodbath of our day.
AgaIn they sold us down the drain at the founding of the Union
of South Africa in 1910. Still, in spite of all this, we fought on
the side of the King during the First World War, which broke out
while a "delegation from the South African Native Congress (the
African Nat~onal Congress of today) was in England pleading for an
audience with His Majesty about the grievances of "his subjects," as they continued to believe themselves to be.
Yet- another delegation sought in 1919 to petition the King.
This was at the end of a war in which we had taken part in the
belief that we \vere fighting in the defence of the British Empire
and for justice and freedom. In its memorial the SANC wrote:
"It is with painful regret that w~ remind Your Majesty that
these Victorian principles which our people associate with the high
ideals of the British Constitution have been departed from and in
the main· dishonoured and ignored by ¥ our Majesty's representative
Governments iin South Africa. We humbly"submit to Your' Most
Gracious Majesty- that the black inhabitants, of this land who are
Your Majesty's sQbjects, on account 'of their race, colour, language
and cre'ed, live under a veiled form of·slavery.'"
Nothing came of that. The Colonial Office was outraged by the
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the King. We fought again on the side of justice and freedom
or so we ~elieved, during the Second World War. Nothing cam~
?f th~t, eIthe~. The youth of our land began to show growing
Impa.tlence WIth the trusting Old Guard in the ANC. Anton
MuzI~akhe Lembede came on to the scene [see the previous
article in this series] .
after his death, Lembede's ghost began to haunt
the "moderates". For opposing Lembede's non-collaboration
policy, which the Youth League continued to press on the ANC,
Dr Xuma was toppled as President-General at the 1949 conference.
By an overwhelming majority the conference adopted what came to
be known as the 1949 Programme of Action, which sounded the
death-knell of political collaboration with the White supremacists.
But the Youth League, apart from deposing Dr Xuma did little
else to ensure future implementation of the programme. They made
the. mistake of thinking the ANC only needed a programme of
actIon and all would be well, irrespective of what type its leaders
were. In the event, the programme was honoured more in the
breach, and the battle had to be fought all over again in the fifties.
But t~e Progra~me of A~tion represented a signal breakthrough
for the Ideas and Ideals whIch Lembede cherished. He is remembered as " the architect of African Nationalism" in South Africa.
One of the important factors which contributed to the breakthrough was the ascendance of a more rigid and crude form of
White supremacy in South Africa between Lembede's death and
the 1949 conference. The Malan Government came into power in
1948 with its unashamed baasskap apartheid policy, knocking down
many of the illusions Africans suffered about a peaceful settlement
of the South African question. By the time the ANC conference
took place, Malan had been in power for 18 months, and already
t~e outlook for the Afri~an was plainly seen to be very bleak indeed,
WIth a consequent declIne in influence of the" moderate" leaders.
But many of these leaders continued to hope for a return to
power of the United Party with its crypto-apartheid policy called
trusteeship or White leadership with justice, its gradualism-peddling
" liberals ". Ten years later - 1958 - some of those leaders were
still asking the people to try to influence the White electorate to
kick the Nats out, and help the UP in. This ambivalence in
political outlook militated against implementation of the 1949
Programme of Action.
No one could remain immune from the power of its philosophic
content, not even Dr Xuma who rejected the finished article in
1949. For it was at the same conference that he talked of the heroes
of Blood River. When the true history of the country was written
he said, Dingane and his men would not be shown " as murderer~
but as honest defenders of African freedom". Still, he rejected the
programme.
" By National Freedom," said the programme in its preamble,
"we mean freedom from white domination, and the attainment
of national independence. This implies the rejection of the conce~tions of seg:egation, apartheid, trllsteesh.ip or white leadership
whIch are all In one way or anorher motIvated by the idea of
white domination or domination of the whites over the blacks.
Like all people, the African people claim the right of selfdetermination."
Was this perhaps too much" embarrassment" for the so-called
"friends of the Natives"? Or was it because the programme envisaged action unbefitting a " res'ponsible Native leader "?
The programme enjoined the ANC to work for" The abolition
of all differential political institutions, the boycotting of which we
accept, and to undertake a campaign to educate our people on this
issue, and 'in addition to employ the following weapons: immediate
and active boycott, strike, civil disobedience, non-eo-operation and
such other means as may bring about the accomplishment and
realisation of our aspirations."
,
By. BI~od River standards, .this w~s immeasurably puny action.
Its rejectIon by one who had Just claImed Blood River as a source
of .inspirati~n, should have made Dingane turn in his grave. But
theIr were many at the conference who were yet to emerge worthier
of Dingane's mantle, and to join the galaxy of our national
heroes.
ONLY TWO YEARS
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EAST AFRICAN JOURNAL, Nairobi, recently pubsources can come from the spoken word, as is
lished a discussion about East African writing- painfully being proved in Africa, so can the
was the shortage a crisis? A drought? Wa:s it
literature of Africa be set down.
the 'fault of the publishers? Was Transition too
highbrow? " We have two novels in English as EAST AFRICAN JOURNAL is now being edited by
far as I know, both by James Ngugi:~..· said
Oliver Litondo,a Kenyan who has recently reGerald Moore. That was in March, and the turned' from studying in Scandinavia and the
drought continues. There is writing going on:
Uni!ted States. He is a man of the arts as well
Ra j at N eogy, editor of Transition, 'Spoke of as of affairs and the 'Journal should refleot this.
being flooded with manuscripts, Ezekiel MphahIt is part of the East _I\frican Institute for
lele, then running the Chemcheini culutural Social and Cultural Affairs, who'se driving force
centre and teaching English at University Colin its secretary-general, Dr Alan Ogot, also df
lege, Nairobi, found his writers' workshops had
the history department in the UniversityCol1eg~,
produced many m'anuscripts (though not when Nairobi. Ogot, with f'. B. Welbourn, is to
held in Nairobi). , D'avid Cook's anthology fronl
publish A Place to Feel at H 01ne with Oxford
Makerere Origin East Africa was a sign. The University Press this month. It is a study of
next East Africa 'Journal contains a collection of two Kenyan churches. He has done more than
short stories, though only a few of them East any other nlan 'to force a'~ceptance of the oral
tradition as historical source material, by himse,'I
African, selected by Ezekiel Mphahlele before he
left for the University of Colorado.
using it in his PhD thesis, which Makererc
Others are near publication - Kh~dambi lon'g refused to countenance, and in furth r
Asalache, .whose first novel is to be published by studies. lan Vansina's valuable The Old TradiLongmans shortly, Hilary Ngweno, forme,r editor , lion has helped to e'stablish the method and the
of The Daily Nation, Nairobi, now pioneering term. Dr Ogot had a mild shock when he saw it
the Franklin Book Program's efforts in East
being used in our (and the Transcription
A~rica to build up local publishing initiative.
Centre's) discussion on literature of oral expresBarbara Kimenye's Kalasanda and Kalasanda
sion. The concepts should be kept seperate.
Revisited and Mugo Gatheru's Child of Two
W 01'Zds tell of real places and people, a kind of THE EAST AFRICAN INSTITUTE held an important
literature that can come with special art from
seminar on African culture and new African
recently pre-literate communities. Ngumbi Njuwriting last December, which got down to munruri's' Agikuyu Folktales handle material which dane booktrade questions necessary for a developmust surely soon find a fonn (and 'a name- , ing literature. It held this September a "social
why is "folktale" such a repellent tenn.?) to
and cultural affairs" conference attended by 50
reach out of its places' of origin. Somehow the delegates from all African' countries to discuss
kind of oral literature which is being currently the challenge of. development in Africa "and 1;0
discussed in this magazine must be pUt on to the compare experiences and achievements in, their
printed page free of the anthropologist's kiss of development struggles". It is a very live body,
d~ath or the. folklorist's whimsy.' If historical
\vith its own East Africa Publishing House,

Ta"ke

managed by John Nottingham, a Kenya citize
with high hopes for development in this field.

many ch~mpions come out of
the West to support the new regime. Hardly had
the bodies been removed -from the streets and the
blood blown away in the dust bdore Conor
Cruse O'Brien was back at the University 0
Ghana congratulating the reactionaries on their
victory for "academic freedom " and explainin
to the students what that "freedom" meant to
'I HAVE HEARD

.

fu~.

Painfully I recaU -an evening early in '62 when
President Nkrumah came to see my hushand. He
\vas brimming over with a new idea.
"You kno\v, doctor, how badly we need an
administrator for the University. At last,
believe the right man may be available: Dr
Conor Cruse O'Brien." He leaned' forwar
eagerly. "Here is a man who has worked har .
and sincerely in Africa. Now, he's getting mligh
little thanks for it. Following his exposures Q
-the Congo he is finding himself without a joo
discredited on every hand, his promising caree
shot to pieces. I'd like to prove to the world tha
a man cannot be destroyed because he fa,ithfull
sponsors African freedom; I want him to kno
that Africa can offer him a place fully in keep
ing with his capabilities where he can work \ve
and honorably and live in comfort. I want t
invite him to Ghana to be Vice-Chancellor 0
the University of Ghana! What do you think?
Oaught up 'as I was by the lofty idealis
behind this proposal, I was disappoint.ed by m
husband's response:
"Do you know. ~e .m~n? " he asked quietly
From Shirley Graham DuBois' "What' Hap
pened in Ghana ", Freedomways, Summer 19'
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